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The budget proposal was
tailored to fit the guidelines of a
format for all state colleges and
universities, according to Sparks.
He said the format was developed
by the chief fiscal officers of the
schools, the council staff, and
representatives of the division of
budget in the department of
finance.
Sparks noted that most of the
budget increase can be attributed
to debt service to cover several
major campus construction
projects. For instance, he explained that debt service in the
1972-73 proposal is more than $1.4
million greater than for 1971-72,
accounting for almost 60 per cent
of the total increase from one
year to the nest.
Four juveniles have been Other fixed costs contributing
arrested by officials of the to the budget increase include
Calloway County Sheriff's Office higher utility costs, added
and the Murray Police Depart- (Continued on Page Twelve)
ment in connection with the
breakin and theft at Thomas
Honda Sales on South 4th Street
early Tuesday evening.
Taken in the breakin were
three motorcycles, pair of boots, Officials and employees of the
two black leather jackets, pair oil Calloway County Court House
treated black pants, and four were in Louisville the first of the
helmets, according to the report week to attend the conventions
filed by the Murray Police held by the County Judges,
County Court Clerks, and Circuit
Department.
The third motorcycle was Court Clerks.
found in "Culpepper Holler" east The fall conventions were held
of Murray on Wednesday. The at Stouffer's Inn at Louisville.
other two were found Tuesday Attending from Calloway
night and Wednesday morning. County were County Judge
All of the items taken in the Robert 0. Miller, Calloway
breakin have been recovered, County Court Clerk Marvin
according to the office of Sheriff Harris and Mrs. Harris, and
Calloway Circuit Court Clerk's
Clyde Steele.
The juveniles have been placed office was represented by Mrs.
under the jurisdiction of Virginia Morgan and Mrs. Judy
Brumley
Calloway Juvenile athorities.
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Thirteen Hired
Under Emergency
Employment Here

University Requests Budget Of
Over $18 Million For 1972-73
Murray State University has
submitted a biennial budget
request to the Kentucky Council
on Public Higher Education for
$18,674,458 and $19,532,L18 for the
fiscal years of 1972-73 and 1973-74.

Paid

ol

a cost of living adjustment
Budget figures for the current
fiscal year are an estimated
$16,242,206.
% Following review by the
council, the budget request will
be forwarded to the state
department of finance before
going to the governor for use in
the preparation of a
state
general fund biennial budget for
consideration by the 1972 General
Assembly. — -

Thirteen 'persons have been Ferguson, Daniel Adams, and
hired for Calloway County and Leland Joe Manning.
More employees will be hired
the City of Murray under the
grant of $110,000 under the for both the city and county at a
Emergency Employment Act, later time. This grant of $110,000
according to the announcement was received by Calloway County
made at the regular monthly for public service job funding, as
session of the Calloway Fiscal announced by Congressman
Frank A. Stubblefield on
Court on Wednesday
Men hired for work in the November 5.
County were Rob Walston, John When the grants were first
Mannino, J.B. Walker, Patrick announced on September 21,
Dunn,
Artell Nofman, Robert Calloway County was not inPRIMING UP—The cast of ay Presson's -The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie," the fall Reader's
McCuiston,
Jerry Dunn, and cluded for any amount County
Earl
and
supervisor
Zanetta,
Polly
Mrs.
rehearsed
by
is
University,
Slate
Murray
Theatre production at
Judge Robert 0. Miller and
Raymond
Sims
p.m.
in
7:30
November
20
at
through
continues
speech instructor. The production begins tonight and
Attorney Sid Easley,
County
Those
working
for
the
city
are
the University School auditorium Directed by Judy Medford of Dallas, Texas, the drama was
along with other local officials,
Conan,
fireman,
Thomas
David
Ill.;
Metropolis,
Kidd,
Katie
includes
(back)
cast
Spark.
The
Muriel
by
the
novel
from
adapted
protested the fact that Graves
Raymond Goodwin, Paducah; front, left to righG Jeanie Arensman, Metropolis, Ell.; Jan Ham- Reagan, policeman, Graves
got a grant of $120,000,
4C,ounty
Williams,
mond, Louisville t arolyn McCracken, Hazel; Jane Rosi,Paducah, as Miss Brodie; Ernie
while Calloway was excluded.
Murray; and Ga rN Hopkins, Louisville, Not pictured are Nancy Coplen, Mayfield; and Juice Lane,
Congressman Stubblefield told
Las Vegas. Ne‘ Admission is fifti cents.
the
labor department that he felt
Woolley
)
1Photo by Wilson
a reevaluation would prove that
additional counties in the district
Two persons, injured in acwould "merit federal funds for
cidents, were treated at the
If you stroked a cat about 91
/
2
severe unemployment exMurray- the
of
the
room
emergency
billion times, you'd generate
perienced in the past three
on
Hospital
Calloway County
enough electricity to light a 75
months", and the additional
Wednesday,according to hospital
watt bulb for 1 minute.
grants were made the first of this
officials.
month.
Gary Coates, age 23, of Murray
An ear of corn always has an
(Continued on Page Twelve)
(Editor's Note: This is the first 4th district then would still be handled by the 1972 session of the Route Seven was treated for an
even number of rows
was
He
ankle.
the
left
of
cominjury
Assembly
and
General
of two articles on Kentucky's about 78,000 inhabitants over the
congressional reapportionment ideal population for a district. pleted in time for the 1972 reported injured in an automobile
A large tree will discharge 300
congressional primary in the accident and brought to the
which the 1972 legislature is Then the problems begin.
gallons of water into the air each
emergency room at 5:30 p.m.
scheduled to tackle Next: Court The 6th district (Bluegrass state.
day
Michael
Guidelines for Remapping
area) is 38,000 persons over the Coupled with legislative Later at 9:40 p.m.
6th
South
of
530
age
14,
must
be
Latham,
which
reapportionment„
The state with the most lakes is
desireable population and is jhe
By Robert P. Dalton
redone because U.S. District Street, was treated for an injury
Two persons were injured in a
district
adjoining
only
remaining
Florida, with about 30,000.
FRANKFORT, KY. ( UPI)—If
Judge Mac Swinford threw out of the left shoulder. He was two car collision that occurred
mist
give
district
which
the
4th
Kentucky only had three
the earlier plan as un- reported injured in a motorcycle Wednesday at 5:23 p.m. at the
The miehtv AMAZON RIVER
congressional districts, it would up some population.
intersection of South 9th and
(Continued on Page Twelve) accident.
flows 3900 miles before spilling
be no problem to redraw the The 7th district of eastern
Sycamore Streets, according to
short
residents
68,000
more than 3 billion gallons of
Kentucky
is
district lines.
the report filed by the inwater.per day into the Atlantic.
But, Kentucky's law urban , and the 5th district in south
vestigating officers of the
The current from the mouth of
centers in the touisyMe- eentreit Kentucky is 46,000 short.
Murray Police Department.
the river can be seen 200 miles at
Lexington-Northern
Kentucky ' The 6th and 4th districts will
Christine Maynard Melton of
sea
triangle leave all but the 1st and have to give up a total of about
Dexter,
driver of one of the cars,
and
7th
persons
to
the
5th
106,00
2nd districts in Western Kenwas treated for an injury of the
In Marble Bar, Northern
tucky out of line population-wise. districts. The realignment of the
Territory, Australia the heat There's a job for everyone this There will be trucks on the A
By ORME MEDDERS
The 1st. and 2nd congressional counties to make each district
expected to greatly curtail left leg and of the neck at the
once exceeded 100 degrees for 160 week in Murray ending with and P Parking Lot and at the City districts could swap about 10,000 contiguous will cause the
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (UPI)— some operations, but it was not emergency room of the Murray"Clean Up Our Town" Day on Park where citizens from all over persons to make thenrequal. The problems in dividing the
consecutive days.
The federal government, mak- known whether it would fully Calloway County Hospital.
Saturday, according to a town may bring their trash. The 3rd district (Louisville) could population into mathematically ing its first move under the close down any of the plants. Rhoda M. Moore of 514 South 6th
If you happened to have a 1915 spokesman for the Home city will provide pick-up service pick up the 37,000 residents it equal districts.
1970 Clear Air Act, ordered 23 The pollution count appeared Street, a passenger in the other
calendar around don't throw it Department of Murray Woman's as soon as possible throughout needs from the 4th district sec- Congressional reap- plants today to stop polluting to be dropping. The level of air car, was checked for head inClub today.
away. It's exactly like 1971.
Murray if you leave trash in bags tion of Jefferson County and the portionment is expected to be the air over this industrial city. pollution stood this morning at juries, but no apparent injuries
All Little Leaguers, along with or containers in front of your
U.S. marshals spread out 410 micrograms per cubic were listed, according to officials
The FBI Law Enforcement as many parents as possible, are house.
over the city to serve a six- meter of air, better than it had of the hospital.
Bulletin reports that drug stores asked to report to the Park Office
page order on each company, been but still well above the Cars involved were a 1971
"Clean
are hardest hit by shoplifters in at 9 o'clock Saturday morning to It is an all-out effort to
instructing what must be done danger level. In downtown Buick driven by Mrs. Melton, and
Town".
Up
Your
December than any other month. help clean up around the park
to eliminate emission of parti- Birmingham, it had dropped to a Dodge four door owned by
In both drug stores and super- area. The park director will lead "Please join a clean-up crew or
Aubrey Moore and driven by
culate matter. The action was 194.
take care of your own property by
markets the prime hour is bet- this drive.
sought the Morgan Allen Moore, both of 514
officials
Federal
ween 3:00 and 6:00 p.m. - _ AIL Bay Scouts are asked to Saturday,"—a spokesman urged
order after -.the level of air South 6th Street, Murray,- ---Supermarkets are hardest hit on meet at the First United "University students will be
pollution in Birmingham soared Police said the Melton ear,
Thursdays while the drug stores Methodist Church at 9 o'clock on welcome to help. Report to the
south on 9th Street,
Wednesday for the second going
—FifWASHINGTON (UPI)
missioner Sidney P. Marland
are shoplifted most on Saturdays. Saturday morning. The groups City Park or the Methodist
consecutive day to more than stopped for the stop sign and
lose more than Jr. said Wednesday it also
will
states
teen
will be assigned areas around Church...Saturday at 9 o'clock."
The personnel of the Calloway twice the federal alert level of traffic at Sycamore Street, and
$32 million in federal funds for offers the greatest potential for
This was in the FBI bulletin town.
County
Sheriff's office cited three 375 micrograms per cubic proceeded across Sycamore
this
children
noneducating needy
increasing federal aid to
too. "The right of the people to be
juveniles
on the farm of meter of air. The readings both Street colliding with the Moore
young
school year, the U.S. Office of public school children.
secure in their persons, houses,
Thomas Roberts of Murray days have been over 700 car going east on Sycamore
Education disclosed today.
Mississippi suffered the sharpapers and effects, against
Street. Mrs. Melton and witRoute Six, located on the Fire micrograms.
But nine states and the pest cutback among the 15
unreasonable searches and
Murray
on
nesses at the scene said the head
road
east
of
Tower
acting
Hammer,
I.
Douglas
District of Columbia will get $1 states —a loss of nearly $4
seizures, shall not be violated,
Wednesday about 4:30 p.m.
chief of the EPA's epidemiolo- lights of the Moore can were not
million more than they received
and on warrants shall issue, but
Deputy Sheriff Maurice Wilson gy
an on at the time of the collision,
million. But close behind
branch, submitted
last year under the $1.5 billion were Alabama, $3.6 millionwere
upon probable cause, supported
juveniles
according to the police report.
said
the
young
exposure
that
stating
affidavit
program of special school aid
,Georgia, $3.7 million; Ken- cited for placing straw in the gas to air pollution of 700 microby oath or affirmation, and
for welfare and other poor tucky, $3.3 million; North
particularly describing the place
tank of the tractor on the grams for two consecutive days
children. The money goes Carolina, $3.7 million and
Roberts' farm. They have been constituted a danger to publit
Continued on Page Twelve)
reading,
primarily., for special
Tennessee $3.1 million.
released in custody of their health.
math and language instruction.
(Coathiaed on Page Twelve
(Continued on Page Twelve) parents.
Whether a state gets more or
less is determined by changes
in welfare rolls and the costs of
”
education, plus a new formula
By United Press International
used for distributing money
Youth led Thanksgiving and
under Title I of Mc 1985
Increasing
'Kentucky:
ha
revival services will be conhen
Secondary
and
.
Elementary
S.
cloudiness today with little
ducted this weekend at the
Education Act, a government
change in temperatures ScatMemorial Baptist Church.
spokesman said.
tered showers west half inThe Friday evening program at
larg
the
program
is
The
creasing this afternoon. Mostly
seven
p.m. features singing and
to
aid
federal
single source of
cloudy tonight and tomorrow
s
testimonies by teenagers and a
education. US. Education Cam.
with showers spreading over
color film,"A New Missionary to
most of the state tonight and
Walker's Garage".
A
decreasing west half Friday.
fellowship time will follow in the
Turning cooler west half tonight
church basement.
and over state Friday. Highs
Saturday evening the Brientoday upper 60s to mid 70s. Lows
sburg Youth Choir will sing and a
Jack G. Persall was elected
tonight mostly in 40s west to
message will be brought by a
president of the Murraylower 50s east Highs Friday
high school senior, David
at
Calloway
Club
County Shrine
mainly in 508.
Wilkins. An afterglow fellowship
the meeting held at the Freed
time will conclude the evening's
Cotham Company on Wednesday
- Extended Outlook
activities.
evening.
Kentucky: The extended
Sunday morning the young
Other officers elected At the
outlook, Saturday through
people will be teaching the
meeting were Woodrow Durui,
Monday, shows a chance of
Sunday School lessons and
vice-president; Wallace Ford and
showers (Arer most of the state
These men represent a portion of the law officials who took part In the Law Enforcement Training singing in the choir. Sunday is
Robert Norcross, directors;
Saturday and Sunday and the
Norman Klapp, secretary- School held here last week Instructors for the course were Charles R. Sayre, instructor coordinator also "Welcome Home John
east portion Monday. Turning
of the Keno', k s l.aw Enforcement Council; assisted by Bill Thomas, and Bill Edmondson; also Boby Sanderson Day".
Rev. Santreasurer.
cooler Saturday and Saturday
Domalewski
and Walt Spooner of the FBI Office In Louisville and John McCauley of the FBI office in derson will be preaching Sunday
Plans were made for the
night. Continued Cool to mild
HANDY MAN--Larry Brock, Louisville, lends a helping hand in
Christmas party and dance to be Lexington. Local persons taking the course were Police Chief James M. Brown, Sgt. Martin Wells, morning and showing slides of
Sunday and Monday.
Lows the Home Town Clean-Up drive going on in mureav this week.
and Patrolmen John T. Phillips, J.D. Grogan and Gene Parker, all of the Murray Pollee Department; mission work in Trinidad Sunday
Saturday morning in the 40s.
Sponsored by the Murray Women's Club, the drive will end held Saturday, December 18, at
the Woodrnen of the World Hall. find Rod E. Stalls, chairman of the police committee for the Murray City Council. Other area per- night.
Lows in the upper 30s and low 40s Saturday with a Home Tows Clean-Up Day beginning at 9 a.m.
The young people of Memorial
A potluciisupper will be served at' sons attending the school were Ellis R. Defew of the Benton Police Department; Chief Joe
Sunday and Monday mornings
Brock will be starting for the Murray State Racers Saturday when
Weatherford and Sgt. Robert Wiley of the Clinton Police Department; Sgt. Horace Stephens, Marvin Church invite teenagers and
The
dance.
6:30
the
p.m.
prior
to
Highs in upper 50s, and low 60s they take on Western in Bowling Green.
everyone to attend these special
instructed to notify C. C-authorn, and William Clay Merrell of the Fulton Police Department.
Saturday and the 50s Sunday and
(Photo By Vicki Russell) secretary was
Staff Photo By Gem MeCntcheoa services.
all members of this special event.
Monday.

Described by Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, university president, as a
"continuation budget,- the
document for both years of the
coming biennium is based on a
projected
enrollment and
educational programs at the
same level as during the current
fiscal year
He pointed out that the increase
in the budget over the two years
of the
present biennium will
cover fixed costs and provide an
overall increase of 5.2 per cent as
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Task Of Remapping Districts

Two Treated
After Accident
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MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS

I

The Almanac

By United Press International
Today is Thursday, Nov 18,
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
the 322nd day of 1971.
National Institute of Mental Health
W. P. Williams, President 11941-1963)
The moon is between its new
.James C Williams, Editor and Publisher
phase and first quarter.
Editor
and
Production
Manager
McCutcheon,
News
Gene
The morning star is Saturn.
"patient government rooms" for
Architectural Aids
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor
The evening stars are Mercuearly morning meetings, large
Or Pubic Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in
New concepts developed in
terest of our readers
ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
day rooms, and vOcAtional
Oklahoma using architecture to
National Representatives Wallace Witmer' Co., 1509 Madison Ave ,
training programs.
Those born on this day are
Memphis, Tn.; Time & Life Bldg , New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg
aid in the treatment of mental
The children's center is de
under the sign of Scorpio.
Detroit, Mich.
illness
have
been
attracting
atrooms,
school
around
signed
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray. $35 per week, 51 52 per
American
astronaut
Alan
tention in professional circles
month, $18.20 per year. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
each intended for only eight Or
Shepard
was
born
Nov.
18,
1923.
here and abroad.
S7.50 per year; other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $15.00
nine children. The living wards
per year; more than 150 miles from Murray, 518.00 per year All mail
This was evidenced earlier
On this day in history:
will provide many children with
subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax
this year when a presentation
In 1883 the United States
a room of their own, perhaps
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky. for transmission
was made in Denmark at an
for the first time in their lives. adopted Standard Time and set
as Second Class Matter
international meeting of psychiAmong other special features up four zones, Eastern, Central,
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
atrists
describing
facilities
reare:
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
Mountain arid Pacific.
cently built at Central State
. A practice house in the
In 1903 Panama and the
Grimm
Memorial
Hospital,
in
vocational building to train
THURSDAY—NOVEMBER 18, 1971
United States signed a treatsNorman, Oklahoma.
women in household arts;
The Norman facilities, said
or the building of the Panama
. . . Design and architecture
Dr. Hayden Donahue, were deCanal.
in the children's center intended
signed to provide new methods
solely for the seriously ill
In 1967 Britain devalued the
of delivering services to the
child;
pound to make it officially
mentally ill. Doctor Donahue,
. . . Bath and shower combiworth $2.40.
a widely known mental health
LEDGER & Toms Fax
nations for each 2 to 4 patients,
In 1969 astronauts Charles
leader, heads the Oklahoma
a sharp departure from some
State mental health program,
hospitals where as many as 200 Conrad and Alan Bean made
which is noted for its innovative
man's second landing on the
patients use a single bath faBuford Hurt was named for the "Man of the Year" award at the
approaches and activities.
moon in the lunar module of
cility; and
annual Chamber of Commerce meeting held on November 16.
Four main buildings are fea. .. Dual television coverage
Apollo 12.
Smith Broadbent, Jr., of Cadiz, president of the Kentucky
tured in the Central State proof special treatment rooms to
Chamber of Commerce, was speaker.
gram. First to be built was a
allow useof television in trainhome
on
her
A thought for today British
at
yesterday
died
90,
Prather,
age
Mrs. Noami
Vocational Rehabilitation Cening and treatment.
Bernard
playwright George
ter. Many patients spend their
Mayfield Route Five.
Dr. Donahue says that the
nights at the Center and work
The history of College Presbyterian Church prepared by Mrs.
treatment concepts were devel- Shaw said, "My method is to
at nearby jobs during the day.
oped through two years of re- take the utmost trouble to find
Benjamin Scherffius and letters from all living former pastors
The other buildings are: a
search and that the new build- the right thing to say, and then
highlighted the program of the 30th anniversary' celebration on
community mental health cenings were "constructed around to say it with the utrnw.
November 15.
ter, a veterans' geriatric buildthe concepts." Integrated archi- levity."
and'
engagement
the
announce
McC,allon
Hoyt
Mr. and Mrs.
ing, and a children's center.
tectural and program planning
Michael
Mae,
to
approaching marriage of their daughter, Eva
"The four buildings are delike this takes time and hard,
signed just backwards from the
Thomas Jones,son of Mr.and Mrs. Loyd Jones.
focussed work, but from the
normal hospital," says Dr.
activities underway in OklaDonahue, "where the patient is
homa it certainly seems worthkept in bed. We fight every step
while to make architecture aid November 15. 19:71
of the way to keep them out
mental health.
of the hospital and out of bed."
ADULTS 102
LEDGER•Tuxes FILE
Each building has unique FIRE TRIGGERS BLAST
PARIS (UPI) —A supply of NURSERY 8
dynamite stored for use in
Frank Henry of Paducah died November 16 at the home of his
demolishing a World War II
Ovum Henry of Royal Oak, Mich. The funeral will be held
NO NEWBORN A1)MLSS1ONS
Nazi bunker near the Arch de
tomorrow at Cherry Corner Baptist Church here with burial in
Triomphe exploded Tuesday
By Shama Columbus
Mrs. Parrish is one of 97b
Hicks Cemetery,
DISMISSALS
CREATE was established to help secretarial courses, she was night. The fire which set off the
State News Bureau
welfare recipients in the AFDC
The Enamel and Production Departments of the Murray
serve
as
a
teacher's
selected
to
them find work and develop their
explosives briefly threatened a
program throughout KentuckyManufacturing Company were declared winners of the inter-plant
Mrs Mary Faye Lanesky, Rt.
skills through training, guidance aide at the school.
block of buildings near the site
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Work to primarily women—who have
safety contest which ended November 1, according to Macon
and supportive services," ex- Mrs Howson's ambition didn't of the Vietnam peace talks but 1,Sedalia. Donald Nelson Cherry,
Willie Mae Parrish of Hopkin- received full or part time emBlankenship, safety director of the plant.
722 Fairlane Dr. Murray, Miss
plained Economic Security stop there She found a summer no injuries were reported.
The Murray High Tigers won their eighth football game of the sville has changed her life ployment through the Economic
Gwenith Lynn Crouse, Rt. 2,
sewer
Commissioner Merrit S. Deitz Jr. job with Somerset's
The concrete-walled bunker
significantly.
season by a 39-6 win over Hopkinsville.
Security Department's Com"We are not forcing people to department and her work was under demolition was once used Murray. Master Paul Luther
Since July Mrs. Parrish has munity Resources for EmMrs Garnett Jones presided at the 24th birthday dinner and
work...CREATE calls for total such that she was asked to as an underground billet for Edrnonson, Rt 5, Murray, Phillip
meeting of the Murray Business and Professional Women's Club been employed in her first full- ployment and Training Effort
community
involvement and remain as a permanent employe. Nazi officers during the Ger- Harmon Butler, Rt 3, Murray,
time job, as a nurse's aide at (CREATE), which began May 1.
held November 15 at the Murray Woman's Club House
Randall Lane Thornton, 510 S. 7th
commitment to aid those who She is now totally self-sufficient man occupation of Paris
Brookfield Manor Nursing Home. Additionally many welfare
St..
Murray, Mrs. Jayne Maxine
off
welfare."
"happy
to
be
and
want to become productive
"It feels real good to be cases have been discontinued
Scott, Box 127 University Station,
members of society," Deitz "You can't stereotype welfare ART BEFORE MONEY
making my own money," said completely over the six months
MSU Murray, Mrs. Chlora Brown
recipients, like Kathleen," Mrs.
added.
Mrs. Parrish. "I was getting CREATE has been in operation
"The BORDEAUX, France (UPI) Farmer, 109 N. 12th St., Murray
explained
In carrying out CREATE, DES Murphy
—Louis Lamour said he was a Lee Curd Garner, Hazel, Harlan
nervous and sick just sitting because recipients have become
public assistance and social majority of them don't know counterfeiter
for
art,
not Humphreys Kemp, Rt. 7,
home. I'm thrilled with being self-supporting.
where
to
go
for
assistance
or
to
workers in 32 participating
The Lord Is good, a stronghold in the day of trouble and be able to work for a living."
The program was established
Mayfield, Melvin Lee Barnes
find jobs when faced with sup- money.
employers
encouraged
counties
knoweth diem that trust In Hini.—Nahum 1:7.
He told the judge he was so
Mrs. Parrish, a divorced as part of the Welfare Reform
businessmen to consider porting a family by themselves. devoted to making five-franc (expired) Rt. 3, Murray.
and
As the good shepherd God knoweth His Sheep by name—Trust mother of five daughters, has Bill of 1970, directed
at the qualified welfare recipients for "Many lack confidence, an
ihrn
welfare
of
n receiving tras a month rehabilitation
Royal,PARAt HUTE
education
and have never coins that each one actually
employment.
cost him 10 francs --twice what
was
CREATE
under the Aid to Families with recipients.
The parachute used by the
worked," she continued. "Most
Prince of Wales for his jump
Dependent Children Program designed to help cut the cost of Public assistance workers often, they just need people— the coin itself was worth.
(AFDC), administered by the welfare, or at least slow it down, attempt to match a welfare employers—to give them a Lamour's pleas didn't im- over the channel will be put on
press the judge who gave him display at the RAF Museum,
Economic but assisting AFDC recipients to recipient's stills with job
of
Department
due to open next year.
Security, for several years.
become dependent and self- requirements to both satisfy the CREATE, which began as a five years for counterfeiting.
employer's needs and the
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Now through working at the supportive.
test project in 12 pilot counties,
nursing home—attending to the The 1970 welfare legislation recipient's ability.
..............................................
will eventually be expanded to all
residents' personal care—Mrs. required public assistance "Employers generally have Kentucky counties.
surviving
succeeds
in
Fat-waxing bureaucracy
Adults 11 -Children 501
Parrish and her family have recipients to register for and been willing to give a recipient a
because we private citizens are more astonished become almost totally self- accept suitable employment. chance to prove himself when "Not only are private citizens
the
local
level
to
working
hard
on
p m Sat & Sun
Open 7 p rn
than angered at the sight of red tape and the frown sufficient. Her welfare payments (This classification does not there is a job opening," said Ken
jobs for public
provide
and wrinkled lip and stare of cold indifference of a have been reduced to $23 a include recipients who are aged, Roten, state coordinator for assistance recipients, but they
lesser public servant back at his desk after another month. And she feels as though blind, disabled, incapacitated or CREATE. "We are not asking are providing volunteer services,
employers to create jobs for our such as transportation and child
she's contributing to society once needed in the home.)
coffee break.
"To aid these recipients, recipients, but to consider them care, for them .too," ComIllrON"A COCKEYED
"The history of bureaucracy is a history of decline." again
for performing tasks for which missioner Deitz says.
—Dictionary of Opinions
MASTERPIECE!"
they are qualified."
"With a spirit of community
—Joseph h,,,ge-sre ,,
"One of the most serious concern, perhaps we can return
drearbacks DES workers face in personal dignity and self-respect
at 20,
at
finding job openings for
to our less fortunate citizens. We
9:20
7:15
recipients is the general
want to prove that if communities
misconception that they don't
Sun.
thru
are willing to help, we can take
want to work, are lazy and
Dear Editor,
Mon
more people off welfare rolls and
Sat.
satisifed with their welfare put them on payrolls."
BY
—The We, the homemakers of Dexter
- Tue. An Ingo Preminger Production
NEW YORK 1UPI
checks," Roten added.
*sic outlook, for both the wish to take this time to thank
Color by DE LyxE•
1.; R
Employers who have hired
COLONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
Panavision"0
economy and the .market, everyone for the kind things that
recipients, like Mrs. Blanche
Mmains bullish, Dupont Glore have been said about our club.
4411.&k.i
11
FRANKFORT,Ky. —In the gave these young men good Payne, administrator of Brookforgan says. Because of the
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
advice and they have the field Manor and Mrs. Parrish's
same
way
excessive
inventories
US MO NORTH
Matinee Sat-"PATTON" at 1:45 "MASH" at 4:15
knfusion, the misleading head- But we would want everyone to often cause businesses to reduce satisfaction of knowing their employer, relate a different
taken
to
get
lOnes and the time
know that though all of us in our
Nitely 7:25 & 9:25
vulnerability for military service impression, however.
idarification of price commis- club work hard in every project their stocks through seasonal is reduced.
"From the time I saw Willie
sales,
the
Selective
Service
Adults '1 Children 50'
on guidelines, the market we do, and also we enjoy doing
TAKE HER TO SEE
This year, the same good in- Mae, I was impressed with her,"
they continue weak over the and helping others, that if it were System prior to mid-1970 had formation is being
Payne
added.
"She
was
Mrs.
furnished
to
over-stocked its available
- TONITE thru SAT.
bear term, it adds
be innot for our community we could manpower pool.
The Love Story From
young men born in the year 1951 neat, clean, came to
Something
is
after
Jessica.
to
do.
out
imnot do all we set
Pronoun Pout, Newt
Under regulations in effect who are deferred and have a terviewed by herself, and
very cold.very W471 ..
Denmark * Something
During the next six to 12 In our community when the
Dwes 8 licv, a P•aracter
then, local boards did not have a lottery number above 125. It is pressed me with her enan/
very
deal.
Months, the market should cry for help rings out, everyone
our sincere hope that each thusiasm.ed
recoup its losses, Waddel and tries to pitch in and do their part. choice in determining the size of Selective
ex-She had no previous
Service registrant in
its
available
manpower
pool—
Reed Inc., says. Though invesperience with helping the elderly,
Also we want to at this time that is, if a registrant was not classifications I-S, 11-A, II-C, IItOrs have few inducements to
D,II-S,or III-A,when he receives outside of assisting an elder
eligible
for
a
item*
class
lower
than
I-A,
in
our
comthank
everyone
buy stocks for the short term, a
his letter from the draft board, neighbor who lived up the
Hit *
year-end rally is a strong munity and surrounding area for he became a source of manpower
eee Nom.,kres ore
will immediately notify his local street," she explained. —One day
Ne,ert., Chinos B
possibility, the firm suggests. all their support and con- for calls levied upon the board.
extra
help,
called
some
needed
I
board
that
he
wants to be conD.r.rt,eie Kvornri
sideration you give us in all we With the winding down of the
Willie
Mae
and
in
put
her
on
sidered for Class I-A. Prompt
FaccEi,, I PARIATTAT
0
11
%
Stock prices are unlikely to do. especially in our bazaar we hostilities in Vietnam and less
action wa assure that such regularly in July.
"show any oomph" until Phase had on November 13. We want to need for large "draft calls," it
young men
have taken the "Just because wapiti are on
II uncertainty lifts and the thank everyone who made music became apparent that there
proper
step
to
further
lessen their welfare, it doesn't MIMI they
should
be
a
fairer
method
of
enjoyed,
also
to
economy shakes off its "malai- which everyone
SUN.-"MEPHISTO WALTZ" A story of the occult'
vulnerability
for
military
service aren't any good. Many ere just
reducing
the
available
manpower
se," the Alexander Hamilton those who came to hear and gave
circumstance.
victims
of
under
existing
regulations.
pool. In 1970, the year-end policy
Treititute observes. Optimism is your donations.
"I've been more than pleased
THE
Children's Movie
warranted, however, as evi- God bless each and everyone of was put into effect.
with Willie Mae," Mrs. Payne
MUSIC
ON
TRIAL
8; RfIllt 1311
ill
You
may
recall
at
that
time
an
Sot. 1:00 til 3:00 DESPERADO
dence is slowly piling up that you.
extensive nationwide public LAGUNA BEACH, Calif. added.
Dexter Homemakers,
the economy is "just about out
similar
experience
is
A
relations program was launched (UPI)—Court came to order
PIIN,!,11)d
JI
Pansy Pritchett
of the woods" the company
to encourage young men in before dawn on a side street described by Mrs. Sally Murphy
EASTNAA' COLori
adds.
Nitely at 7:35 9:15
certain deferred classifications overlooking the Pacific Ocean, of Somerset, public assistance
the
with
Economic
worker
with
the
judge straining his
to withdraw their deferment and
It is the -better part of
The Ledger & Times does 'become I-A
LATE SHOW
Young men who ears to hear the chanting of Security Department for seven
valor" to allow so. ks to be
nicole
not publish anonymous
years.
heeded this advice and who were "Hare Krishna."
FRI. & SAT.
stopped out, postpone new
letters. Identity and adJudge J. E. T. Rutter took his
in
Class
I-A
with
an
unreached
her
of
recipients,
Mrs
one
For
protect
remainpurchases and
THE EIGHTEEN
dress must be known to us
1 1 :30 P.M.
lottery number at the end of court to the scene of the trouble Kathleen Howson, divorce left
ing positions with stops, the
CARAT VIRGIN
And only in an unusual case
when neighbors brought suit, her in her mid-40's with five
calendar
year
1970,
were
moved
Cline Letter observes. That the
will a letter be printed
complaining that chanting and children to raise.
into
a
reduced
selection
group
at
continue
to
move
market could
without the name and
No One Under 18
singing, drum beating and
the beginning of 1971.
After moving to a housing
already
its
despite
down
address of the writer.
Quite frankly, many young conch shell blowing, by mem- project, she spent one year trying
intensely oversold condition is
Whenever possible, letters
men in the 1970 priority selection bers of the Oriental-style Hare ti find work, but dicovered she
(6) 1 RRAY
'4very ominous," it adds.
01)
Open 6:00 Start 645
should be typewritten and
group (born -between 1944-1950) Krishna sect at a house they wasn't qualified to hold a (oh that
double spaced. Letters of
whose lottery number had not rented was depriving them of would pay enough to support her
TONITE thru SAT.
300 words or less have the
VEST!LA GIUBBA
been reached by their local board sleep.
family.
hest
chance
of
being
The Judge said the services Through
First record to sell a million
were skeptical about abandoning
Mrs. Murphy's
printed and we reserve the
copies was Enrico Caruso's
their deferment for a I-A "were so quiet you could hardly assistance, she enrolled in the
FASTMAN
RATE COLOR it
right to edit.
"Vest la Giubba." It as re.
classification. Hosiever, time hear them in the Street." Case area vocational school and after 4(
DX :
corded in November, 1902
has proved that the local board dismissed.
taking 15 months of varied ler**************
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Hayes-Ayer Vows To Be Read

Chad Eugene is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Donald
E. Cruce,304 ka South 12th Street,
Murray, for their baby boy,
weighing six pounds 841 ounces,
born on Friday, November 12, at
11:41 a.m, at the Murray•
Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is a graduate
student in the business department at Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Cruce of Marion and
Mrs. Joseph B. Goebel of Mt.
Vernon, Ind. Mrs. Ida Brown of
Evansville, Ind., is a great
grandmother.

The Murray Branch of the
American
Association
of
University Women met in the
Library of the Mid-Continent
Baptist Bible College at Mayfield
on Tuesday, November 9, with
Mrs. Inez Claxton, president,
presiding.
Dr. Alice Koenecke and Mrs.
Eva Higgins, in charge of the
evening's program, discussed
consumerism, its historical
background, and some presentBy Abigail Van Buren
day federal and state efforts to
Mr. and Mrs. Will Ed Bailey of
protect consumers and provide
DEAR ABBY: Maybe you can help me figure something
them with better quality mer- Murray Route Four are the
out. I can't, and I'm about to lose my mind.
parents of a baby girl, Aimee
chandise and services.
Seven years ago I fedin love with my boss. Yes, I knew
It was stressed that the federal Michelle, weighing seven pounds
he had a wife and grown children, but he told me he loved
me and that his sex life at home was nil. Soon my love for
government is the largest con- thirteen ounces, born on Saturhim became the most important thing in my life. We mansumer in the country with day, November 13, at 3:33 p.m. at
aged to ge, together often. I even rented an apartment near
military spending being at the top the Murray-Calloway County
his home to be more accessible. - -Hospital.
of the list of priorities.
They have two sons, Kevin, age
Suddenly his wife tells him she has known about our
A toll-free telephone number
affair from the beginning, but she said nothing, hoping to
was given which the consumer fifteen, and Tim, age thirteen,
ride it out. I asked why he didn't let her divorce him, and
public is urged to use when and one other daughter, Cynthia,
he said he didn't want a divorce, that he and his wife are
seeking information relative to age ten. The father is employed
"working things out now."
products and services, or when by the Conoway Construction
Where does that leave me? He ignores me at the' 4WD
-- wishing to register a complaint.' Company.
now. I gave him seven years of my life. My questions:
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
This number is 1800-372-2960.
1. How could any wife stand by, knowing her husband
Mrs. Claxton asked that all B.C. Bailey and Mr. and Mrs.
had another woman, and just "ride it out," as she says?
members wishing to give Lloyd McKeel, all of Murray.
2. If his sex life at home really was nil, why is he
Christmas gifts to the patients at
sticking with her and trying to wort things out?
(Love Studio photo)
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale
the Western State Hospital should
3. Is there any way I can get him back?
bring them to the December Paschall of Farmington Route
Miss
Marcia
Rudd
Hayes
4. Could it be that he really loves her after all?
meeting. These gifts should be One announce the birth of a baby
I am almost 40 and I'm afraid life is passing me by.
Dr. and Mrs. James Thomas Hayes of 1605 Belmonte Drive,
wrapped with a card on the girl, Jennifer Leigh, weighing
Please help me. I can't even get him to talk to me about it.
outside, stating the contents. seven pounds six ounces, born on Murray,announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
THREE TIME LOSER
Candy, cigarettes, stationery, Sunday, November 14, at 7:20 their daughter, Marcia Rudd, to Michael Lee Ayer, son of Mr. and
DEAR LOSER: 1. She loved him.
money gifts, and small toilet a.m. at the Murray-Calloway Mrs. William Cashman Ayer, Sr., of 1256 Laffoon Trail,
Madisonville.
2. Maybe his sex life WAS nil, but it's better now.
articles are among the items County Hospital.
Miss Hayes is a senior at Murray State University where she is
3. I doubt it.
suitable for either men or women They have one son, Jimmy
majoring
in 'English and speech.
4. Could be.
Duane, age five. The father is
patients.
Mr. Ayer, who is also a senior at Murray State University, is
Hand in your resignation and relocate as far assay as
Mrs. Anne Markham, librarian employed with the Lynn Grove
majoring in pre-law studies.
possible. For a going away present he should give you
of the Bible College, introduced Egg Company.
The wedding will be an event of Friday, December 31, at six
excellent references.
several foreign students from Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
India and Arabia to the mem- J.D. Paschall of Farmington o'clock in the evening at the First Presbyterian Church of Murray
DEAR ABBY: I am a college student with two more
Route One and Mrs. Evelyn with the pastor, Rev. Charles Moffett, officiating.
bers.
years of medical school ahead of me. I want to become
Hostesses for the meeting were Outland of Murray Route One.
officially engaged to the girl I've been going with for the
Mrs. Markham, Mrs. Emily Great grandparents are Mrs.
past year. She has already accepted my proposal, but she
Wolfson, and Miss Beth Broach. Jewell Melugin and Mr. and Mrs.
wants some kind of ring. I can't afford very much right
Eugene Paschall, all of Murray
now, but she says she doesn't care, as long as it's an engageRoute One. A great grandmother
The Memorial *Baptist Church
Thursday, November 18
ment ring.
is Mrs. Almeda Holsapple, 502 District 13 of the Kentucky will have a churchwide study of
Here's the problem. Her father owns a jewelry store.
Elm Street, Murray.
Nurses Association will have its the book, "New Drums Over
I'm afraid if I go to his store for the ring [which, believe
annual meeting at Captain's Africa" at the church at seven
me can't be much of a sale] he will think I am asking for a
p.m.
Kitchen at 6:30 p.m.
"deal" which I would not do.
On the other hand, if I go to a competitor I'm afraid my
Friday, November 19
Miss
Diane
MSU Readers Theatre will
Hornsby,
The Murray Business and
girl and her father will not like that either. She says her
November 24th bride-elect of
present "The Prime of Miss Jean
folks like me and I don't want to spoil anything. What
Pre-vsional Women's Club will
Ronnie Smith, was the honoree
Brodie" at 7:30 p.m. in the
should I do?
meet at the Woman's Club House
STRUGGLING IN ITHACA
The
Murray
iretta
met
at
the
at a delightfully planned bridal
University School Auditorium.
at 6:30 p.m. Members note
Fire
Department
on
Monday,
DEAR STRUGGLING: Shop at your future father-intea held at the Southside
Admission,is fifty cents.
change in date.
November 8, at seven o'clock in
law's. And if he wants to give you a special deal, take it
Restaurant
on
Sunday,
The Brass Choir Concert will be
the
evening.
and say "thank you."
November 14.
The Senior Citizens luncheon
New officers elected for the held in the Recital Hall of the
The gracious hostesses for the coming
are as totlowa mra.,,,,Fine Arts Annex, MSU, at eight will be held at the Elm Grove
your
occasion were Mrs. Bruce
DEAR ABBY[-Sisinething has been bothering me and I
Baptist Church at eleven a.m.
p.m. No admission charge.
would like your opinion.
Garland, Mrs. James Wither- Brenda Newberry, president;
Mrs.
Prescott,
viceLinda
I am alone and I am frequenUy asked places theu a
spoon, Mrs. Donald Hughes, Mrs.
The Magazine Club will meet at
Murray Sub-district United
president; Mrs. Lillie Boren, The
friend or relative. Rarely am I contacted personally. It's
Lena
Cunningham, Mrs.
Youth Fellowship will the home of Mrs. John Winter at
Methodist
usually like this, and very often at the last moment, "Bring
Josephine Watson, Mrs. Jerry secretary-treasurer; Mrs. meet at Temple Hill Church at 2:30 p.m.
Mary along. Or tell Mary if she wants to come, she's welSmith, Mrs. Johnny McCage, Charlotte Allbritten, publicity; seven p.m.
The MSU 'Readers Theatre will
Mrs. Catherine Cain, telephone
come."
Miss Nelda Smith, Mrs. Ernest
committee.
Lynn Grove PTA will meet present "The Prime of Miss Jean
The
An invitation like that turns me off and I have the
Mayfield, and Mrs. Ken Barber.
Brodie" at the University School
Plans were made for the at the school at 7:30 p.m.
feeling that I'm not really wanted, but I can crowd in if I
Receiving the
guests with
auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
unChristmas
the
party
for
feel like it.
the honoree were her mother,
The Home Department of the
I could never give anyone that kind of invitation, and
Mrs. Robert Hornsby, and her derprivileged children to be held Murray Woman's Club will meet The Junior High Students of
two
Sunday,
at
December
19,
can't understand why others do.
the First Baptist Church will
mother-in-law to be, Mrs. Opal
p.m. at the station in the City at the club house at two p.m. with meet at the Youth Center after
How would you feel under the circumstances, Abby!
Smith.
Hall building on Maple Street. Rev. A.M. Thomas as the school to hike to the Gus
A LITTLE HURT
The honoree chose to wear a
Hostesses will be
The Firetts would appreciate any speaker.
Robertson, Jr., farm.
blue double knit two piece enDEAR HURT: I'd feel just as you do. Perhaps your
good used toys persons would Mesdames A.M. Alexander, F.B.
semble
with
a
hostesses'
corSaturday, November 20
letter will serve to "remind" the guilty, who are probably
like to donate. They may be left Crouch, R.A. Slinker, K.T.
sage of blue flowers. Her mother
more thoughtless than unkind.
The final presentation of -The
Crawford, and Quinton Gibson
at either fire station.
wore a two piece rust ensemble
Prime of Miss Jean Brodie" will
' Another project the Firetts will The Murray State Home
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get It off
and her mother-in-law to be, a
be by the MSU Readers Theatre
undertake
will
be
to
purchase
will
have
Association
Economics
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box Mee, Los Angeles. CaL
two piece beige ensemble. Both
—at
the --University School
the
film,
"The
MUltiMediti
Its fall batiquet-at—dfi Murray
NOM. For a personal reply amebae stamped. addressed
had corsages of blue flowers,
auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
System
First
Aid
Course".
This
at
6:30
House
Woman's
Club
envelope.
gifts of the hostesses.
film will be taught by two p.m.
Refreshments of punch, cakes, qualified fire-fighters, Morris
A Country Musical Show will be
For Abby's new booklet, "Met Teen-Agers Want tat
nuts, and mints, were served Prescott and Donnie Newberry
Temple Hill chapter No 511 presented at the Faxon School
Knew." send it to Abby, Bei NM.Lee Medea, Cal MN.
from cystal appointments on the who both completed the course Order of the Eastern Star is gym at seven p.m Doors will
beautifully appointed table and are first aid instructors.
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. at open at six p.m. and supper will
collar
The
look
of
the
white
Advertisement
overlaid
with
a
blue
cloth
be served
and
the Masonic Hall.
available
for
girl, immortalized in ChristophThe film will be
er Morley's "Kitty Foyle", is centered with an arrangement of use free of charge.
The Alpha Department of the
Any
The Zeta Department of the
You coo start losing weigist today.
all over the place in spring flowers flanked by candles.
organization or person who would Murray Woman's Club will meet Murray Woman's Club will have
idONADEX is a tiny tablet god cosy
The guests signed the register like to donate toward the purre take. MONADIEX will help curb
collections. White collars and
Methodist its noon luncheon at the club
yore, desire for .ac.ss had, Est lesswhite cuffs are in for day and with the blue feathered pen at the chase of the film may contact at the First United
house.
Hostesses will be
weigh has. Coateina me deagerass
some designers carry the look table covered with a blue cloth Lillie Boren at 753-5475 or mail Church at 7:30 p.m for an auc- Mesdames G.C. Ashcraft, R.A.
dregs earl will mot ilibiolt• you morr.eges.
Mrs.
be
will
tion.
Hostesses
N. streaming. exercise/. Omar" your
over into evening. Most of the and
centered
with
an them to The Murray Firetts, C—
;tort today. i•OrlaiDEX •••t•
Vivian Johnston, W.Preston Jones,
$3.00 tei • 20 day sandy. Lose agly collars lie flat.
arrangement of blue flowers. O Lillie Boren, 1300 Story James Converse, Miss
rebra**4
will
11,11101iliy
lh
Lamb,
Mrs. Sylvia Atkins, and Rolf E. P
your
Louise
Bit Of
Hale, Miss
Approximately sixty guests Avenue, Murray, Ky.
MONADEX
Preschool children like garKing.
wilts no qu•srioes
„Baron
Mrs.
and
Ryan,
Maurice
georostee
Iry
this
wirb
is sold
ments that appear to be like called during the hours of three to
A rummage sale will be held at
West.
Murray,
Wallis Drug Store,
their mother's or father's five o'clock in the afternoon.
the American Legion Hall from
Mail Orders Filled.
clothing.
Women's Auxiliary of the seven a.m. to noon, sponsored by
Moose Lodge will meet at the the Goshen United Methodist
Church WSCS. Persons having
lodge hall at 7:30 p.m.
articles to donate are asked to
The home of Mrs. Larry The Hazel Woman's Club is take them to the hall from six to
The Captain Wendell Oury
Wadkins was the scene of the scheduled to meet at the club seven p.m. on Friday or call one
Chapter of the Daughters of the
meeting of the Sunny side room at seven p.m.
of the members for their pickup
American Revolution held its
Homemakers Club held on
regular meeting on Saturday
Thursday, November 11, at tenNovember 13, at eleven Veto&In
thirty o'clock in the morning.
the morning at the Calloway
Mrs. Van Futrell, president,
Public Library.
presided and welcomed the
Mrs Ben Trevathan, librarian
members and two visitors, Mrs.
Comedy
presented a most interesting and
Hit
Broadway
Mark Hayes and Mrs. Max
Max Shulman's
informative talk on "All The
Henry. Members answered the
Things Available For the Public
roll call by recalling their "most
at the Library".
SATURDAYS, SUNDAYS
pleasant Thanksgiving
FRIDAYS,
The regent, Mrs. Doris Nance,
memory".
21
presided and introduced the
November 19, 20,
The secretary, Mrs. Dan
S
at
Blamer
speaker.
Sun:
Walla( at 7
Kelley, read the minutes and
Meek
Fri. Sat:
Each
pc. Helene Visher, hostess,
Play
gave the treasurer's report: She.
REMEMBER: A Maw
served a delicious lunch to the
also collected the funds for the
thirteen members present.
sale of cards.
Mrs. Max Dowdy gave the
Designers talk of the soft, lesson "Attractive Lumps" Mrs.
feminine look for spring. In Van Futrell demonstrated the art
one instance, its also the little Of candle making.
girl look, in short puff
A delicious potluck luncheon
sleeves on tissue wool areatrte
was served to the seven memfor daytime. The idea: Chester bers, three children, and two
Weinberg s.
visitors.
The club planned a Christmas
Coarse sawdust spread on luncheon at the Colonial House
slippery walks provides a relat- Smorgasbord on Thursday,
Kentucky Dam Village State Park
ively skid.-free surface.
December 9. at eleven km.

Secretary-lover needs
change of scene

MAI Tea Is Held
At Southside For
Dianne Hornsby

Brenda Newberry
Elected President
Of Murray Firetts

Nutritionists Say Teen-Agers Now Are
Overweight And Undernourished Group
By MARGUERITE DAVIS
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Milkshakes and babysitting have
generation
of
produced a
overweight, undernourished
teen-agers, according to nutritionists.
Teen-agers feel pressures
never dealt with by their
parents, according to Mrs.
Leanne E. Cupp, national vice
president of the Future Homemakers of America. There are
"tests, tests, and more tests,
endless application forms for
everything, and high school
courses more involved than
ever before," she said.
The importance of getting
into college and the difficulty of
doing so is enough to take away
the appetite, she said, and the
bored babysitter tires of television.
"But the refrigerator is full,"
she said. "Boredom, pressure,
nerves —all roads lead to the
refrigerator and malnutrition."
One-Fourth is Snacks
Mrs. Cupp said it has been
estimated that teen-agers eat at
least one-fourth of their daily
food in snacks.
!There is gum and candy all
morning, cookies an
potato
chips in the afternoon, a
sandwich, cake, and soda at
home after school, and soda
and pretzels with homework of
TV after dinner —all 'empty
calories."
A proposal by Dr. Ivy
Celender, director of General
Mills' Nutritional Service Department, has suggested wayout menus to catch the fancy of
bored teen-agers.
Breakfast could be hamburger on a bun, chocolate milk,
and an orange, perhaps eaten
on the run. Tacos made with
hamburger, lettuce, tomato,
and cheese could be the main
lunch dish, along with a banana

Leslie Furgerson
Honored At Bridal
Tea At Paducah
Miss Leslie Furgerson, brideelect of Hal Kemp, both of
Murray, was the honoree at a
bridal tea given by Mrs. Willis
Miller and Mrs. Eleanor Coffman
at the home of Mrs. Miller in
Paducah.
Greeting the guests were the
hostesses; the honoree; her
mother, Mrs. William Furgerson
of Murray; and the mother of the
groom-elect, Mrs. Effie Kemp,
Chairman of the Nursing Division
at Paducah Community College.
Approximately 35 guests called
between the hours of three and
five o'clock in the afternoon.
Moldy corn should not be
fed to breeding'swine. It can be
fed in limited amounts to
growing and finishing pigs.
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Mrs. Trevathan Is
The DAR Speaker
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Mademoiselle
Shop

LOSE UGLY FAT

Mrs. Wadkins Is
Hostess For Meet
Of Sunnyside Club

milk shake and an apple. For
dinner there could be cheese
pizza, carrot sticks, butterscotch pudding, and cola, and
ready-to-eat cereal with milk
would make a late evening
snack.
James P. McFarland, board
cliairman and chief executive
Officer of General Mills, acknowledged the meals sounded,
"wild."
Diet is Sound
"But the diet is sound, offers
more than the recommended
four servings of fruit and
vegetables, four of milk, two of
meat, and four of cereal
products," he said.
Dr. Ruth M. Leverton, top
scientific adviser in the agricultural research service, warned
against faddist practices like
the Zen macrobiotic diets
which, she said, are becoming
increasingly popular with the
young.
She quoted faddists as saying.
the all-cereal, low-fluid Zen diet
is a simple cure for cancer,
mental disease, and heart
trouble.
Dr. Leverton quoted a warning by the Council on Foods
and Nutrition that Zen macrobiotic diets have been followed by
cases of scurvy, anemia, and
various forms of malnutrition,
as well as loss of kidney
function because of the restriction on liquids.

presents

The Latest Fashions
Friday - 12:00-1:00
Holiday inn
Dining Room

Shoes from
Ryan's

6ourmet Buffet plus
Village Productions
Pte.iesstadriAg

THE TENDER TRAP

/S

Mother Goose Fashions

•.
Hurry! Be the first and get very first choice of these Pre-Holiday Bargains!

DINNER-THEATRE
Phone 1 362 4211 for Reservations

Savings! /
1 3 to 1/2 Off!

•Dresses - Coats - Sportswear - Intimate Apparel - Shirts
•Pajamas - Robes
Bel Air Shopping Center 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
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Maravich Shows Signs Of Chicago
Recovery In Atlanta Loss Shuts Out
Vancouver

\11 'MAY,
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KENTUCKY

Fighting Irish And Bengals To
Meet For Second Time Saturday

By United Press International Celtics. Connie Hawkins topped
By GREG GALLO
now has to rely mostly on a Richard Picou, end John Wood
Pete Maravich is showing all scorers with 37 points and
UPI Sports Writer
time-consuming ground game. and cornerbacks Tommy Caearly signs of recovery and it Paul Silas added 31 for the
Notre Dame and Louisiana
I-SU has had a tough time of sanova and John Nagle.
International
Press
United
By
couldn't have come at a better Suns.
to Helping out Patulski on
State have met just once down it this season
losing
the
beat
trying
to
mind
Never
Houston broke an eight-game
time for the Atlanta Hawks.
defense for Notre Dame are
through
the
Mississippi
and
Alayears,
Colorado,
but
the
their
on
Hawks
Atlanta was beaten by Seattle losing string behind Elvin Chicago Black
out foundation was laid for one of bama. The Bayou Bengals, tackles Mike Kadish and Greg
coming
You're
ice.
own
Calvin
points
and
Hayes'
33
112-104 Wednesday night, but
a college football's budding rival- touted as one of the better Marx, linebacker Eric Patton
Maravich's 18-point effort in a Murphy's 31. Stu Lantz tallied ahead if you can simply score ries.
defensive teams in the country and deep-back Clarence Ellis.
time appearance 10 of his 23 in the final period goal.
controlled
In a bitter struggle at South before the season started, have
the
was
Esposito
Tony
rallied
to
when
the
Rockets
the
gave some indication
Bend, Ind., last year, Notre given up many more points Notre Dame will have its
Hawks might soon snap out of a win. Billy Cunningham scored a ungracious host Wednesday Dame pulled out a 3-0
victory than most experts thought. sights set on ISU tailback Art
Vanback
18
night,
turning
slump that totals six losses in Philadelphia high of 29 points
on
a
field
goal
with
under
three They would, but against Notre Cantrelle, who has gained 502
their last seven games. Pistol before fouling out. Hal Greer couver shots as Chicago minutes
remaining in the game. Dame, LSU will have an yards in 96 attempts for a 5.2
Canucks,
3-0.
It
whipped
the
Pete was out three months with and Fred Foster also drew six
was the eighth victory for the It was a super defensive effort advantage being able to concen- yard average. Cantrelle will
personals for the 76ers.
mononucleosis.
by both clubs. A great win for trate on stopping the run and have to be at his best against a
Baltimore took a full game Hawks in as many games on
Seattle took a 12-point lead
Notre Dame. A tough loss for not worrying too much about Notre Dame defense that has
and
half
of
their
home
ice,
lead
over
Cincinnati
by
beating
early in the game and then held
held its opponents to 6.4 points
LSU.
the pass.
shutouts.
In
the
them
have
been
off a late Hawk charge. the Royals. Jack Mann paced
per game and has not been
The
scene
changes
defensive
top
players
1SU's
this
Fortunately, Atlanta is in the the Bullets with 24 points and eight games, Chicago has
Saturday night for round two. include tackle Ronnie Estay, scored upon in the second half
allowed
a
mere
four
goals.
Wes
Unseld
controlled
the
chaotic Central Division and
The Fighting Irish travel to linebackers Louis Cascio and all season.
despite its prolonged slump, boards with 16 rebounds. Dave The Hawks scored once in
Baton Rouge, La., to battle the
/
2 games Stallworth, recently acquired each period, on shots by Pit
the Hawks are only 21
Bengals who, to be sure, have
Martin,
Stan
Mikita
and
Dennis
from
New
York
in
the
Earp
out of first place.
not forgotten last year's game.
firstHull,
in
widening
their
Spencer Haywood paced the Monroe trade, helped Baltimore
place lead over idle Minnesota LSU has been made a three
Sonics with 23 points. Atlanta, with 23 points.
to
four points in the National point favorite. The game will
Nat
Archibald,
Cincinnati's
playing without injured highLeague's West Division. be televised nationally by the
Hockey
scoring lAu Hudsoti, tLidietl pint-sized guard, tallied IS
--:.--_
111-1110-- only other game ABC-7V network.
only 83-81 at the-end of three- points.
LSU (6-3) and Notre Dame
played
Wednesday
night,
the
MOREHEAD, Ky.—Morehead seventh with 237.5. Defensively,
NAMATH
TO
WORKOUT
Bellamy
led
quarters. Walt
still looking for a post- State versus Eastern Kentucky. the Eagles are second at 188.6
NEW YORK (UPI) —Joe Toronto Maple Leafs routed the (8-1) are
Atlanta with 28 points.
season bowl bid and a victory is
That's all Ohio Valley Con- and the Colonels rank sixth with
Boston mauled Phoenix 140- Namath was scheduled to Los Angeles Kings, 5-1. Ron
a must for both clubs.
goals
in
Ellis
scored
a
pair
of
ference football fans need to hear 263.7.
alternate
with
Al
Houston
surprised
PhiladelWoodall
at
121
In other games, Dartmouth to know they're in for a rugged, Individually, the game features
phia, 118-112 and Baltimore No. 2 quarterback today in his the second period and assisted
and Princeton are even, North- unpredictable battle of two in- two league leaders from SUbeat Cincinnati 113-103 in other first workout with the New on a third-period tally by Paul
western and Michigan State are tense rivals.
quarterback Dave Scaetzke in
National Basketball Association York Jets offensive unit since Henderson.
rated
pick-'em, Minnesota is
Keon
Trotier
and
Dave
Guy
total offense with 145.8 yards per
suffering torn knee ligaments in
games.
Coach
Jake
Hallum's
MSU
three over Wisconsin, North
Boston snapped a three-game an exhibition game against had scored for Toronto in the
Eagles whipped Illinois State last game and split end John High
built
Carolina
is
six over Duke,
FISTS UP—Linda Arnold of Murray is a member of Murray
first period and the Leafs
losing streak and increased its Detroit last August.
weekend, 28-12, and go into the 2 with 45 pass receptions for 512
South
Luc
Carolina
is
six
over
University's Varsity inter-Collegiate Volleyball Team. The
before
Wake
State
5-0
to
margin
their
sophomore,
Namath has not been activatlead to two games over second
p.m. kickoff at Breathitt Sports yards. Schaetzke, a
Arnold. she is a freshman. The
in the ed and his chances of playing Grenier spoiled Bernie Parent's Forest, Kansas is seven over Center Stadium with a 6-3 overall also is the OVC's second leading daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe H wrings,
place Philadelphia
11(
Atlantic Division as John against Buffalo Sunday depends shutout bid with a power play Missouri, TCU is seven over record and a 3-3 mark in the °VC. passer, averaging 9.7 com- team has lost only 2 games in
Havlicek scored 32 points and 00 an evaluation of his goal at 4:11 of the final session. Rice, Clemson is 10 over North
The EKU Colonels dropped pletions per outing.
Carolina State.
Jo Jo White netted 22 for the condition after the workout.
Appalachian
State, 28-14, and "Both teams have some 'out.
Purdue is 10 over Indiana,
boast
a
6-3-1
slate
on the year and standing performers," Hallum
Iowa State is 10 over Oklahoma
added. "It should be a real
a
3-3
conference
record.
State, Washington is 10 Over
struggle."
Both
teams
were
among preWashington State, Cornell is 13
Schaetzke led the way against
over Penn,Southern Tennessee is season favorites for the OVC title Illinois State as he ran for two
but
were
eliminated
midway
14 over Kentucky, Michigan is
touchdowns and passed to High
14 over Ohio State, Arkansas is through the season. However, the
on a 32-yard play for another.
14 over Texas Tech, Illinois is game has always been a Freshman tailback Jimmy
physical,
emotional
contest.
17 over Iowa and Colorado is 17
"Eastern has a great football Johnson scored the other Eagle
over Air Force.
TD on a one-yard plunge. Junior
This year's Notre Dame-LSU team and we know we're in for a placekicker Kirk
Andrews
rough
afternoon,"
Hallum
said
matchup could turn out to be a
booted all four extra points.
this
week.
"Stopping
Jimmy
carbon copy of the 1970
MSU's "Bellringer" defense
meeting. Notre Dame has one Brooks is a big order for any stopped ISU ball carries 13 times
team
and
their
defense
is
quick
of the nation's top defenses,
for minus yardage and forced the
spearheaded by end
Walt and mean."
Redbirds to make three turFor Your Listening and Dancing Pleasure
Patulski, but the Fighting Irish A capacity crowd of 10,000 is novers, including a fumble which
42nd
for
the
renewal
anticipated
have
had
a
hard
time
set up a touchdown. Senior
generating an offensive attack. of a rivalry which began in 1927.
linebacker Charlie Arline paced
The loss of Joe Theismann at Plenty of seats are available and
the Eagles with eight tackles.
offices
open
ticket
stadium
quarterback has been the most
Senior
linebacker Ron Little and
p.m.
12:15
at
Saturday
severe blow and Notre Dame
Eastern Kentucky leads the freshman defensive and Ken
series, 23-14, and four games Ludkett recovetefl Fumbles and
have been tied. But MSU has a senior cornerback Jim Bayes
two-game winning streak over interecepted an ISU pass.
the Colonels, including last "We had a great effort,season's 16-13 triumph which cost Hallum said. "But this week will
EKU the conference crown and a be the key to our season."
bowl bid.
An MSU victory would tie the
Morehead
State currently school record for most wins in a
WILMINGTON, N.C. (UPI) leads the OVC in team offense season. The Eagles won seven
—Defending champion Cesar with an average of 314.2 yards games in the 1928, 1937 and 1966
Sanudo heads a field of 144 for per game. Eastern Kentucky is seasons.
the $35,000 Azalea Open G ,
Touftament today at the c.),Fear Country Club.
Most of golf's big names %4iii
be absent from the 72-hole
event, once a spring affair but
an autumn tournament for the
paift bro years.
SANTA hos o FREE GIFT for ill the kiddies
Tom Weiskopf will be
hand, however, along with
and you g•t
Brian Allin, winner of the
Hazel
11 15 17 15-5841
By MIKE BRANDON
Greater Greensboro Open this
Faxon
10 19 14 9-52
year.
Hazel moved into a second
Dave Marr, who now devotes
place tie with Kirksey in the Hazel (58) Hooks 11, Coles 9,
AND
most of his time to sportscastgrade school county standings by Byars n, Braboy 7 and Paschall
mg, also is entered in the
2.
HIS
event, along with a number of virtue of a come from behind 58- Faxon (52) Rudolph 28,
pros from North Carolina and 52 win over Faxon Tuesday Brittain 6, Ross 9, Burkeen 2,
evening.
South Carolina.
Houston 2 and Storey 5.
Among the local favorites is
Hazel held a one point lead at Lynn Grove picked up its
on any order of $25 or more from
Lanny Wadkins, the former
the end of the first stanza but second win of the season by
Wake Forest star who left the
topping
winless
Almo
56-26.
The
Sears 1971 Christmas Book
found themselves trailing to the
amateur ranks last summer.
home team at halftime 29-26. Wildcats led only 14-11 at the end
during th• 2 days Santa is in town.
Sponsors of the tournament
Hazel rallied in the third frame to of the first period but built the
-ri toys from our Dents. 49 cv,c1
C.
fear a busy football weekend
Featuring
tie the score at 43 apiece and used lead up to 12 at the halftime and
will dampen attendance even
a fourth quarter surge to gain coasted to victory in the final
GET THOSE CHRISTMAS TOYS NOW! The more you buy
though forecasters are optimishalf.
the victory.
ci,iring this time, the MORE YOU SAVE I
tic about the weather.
Lynn Grove captured the
The annual game between
Greg Byars paced Hazel with seventh grade game over Almo
North Carolina and Duke will
SHOP IN PERSON OR BY PHONE
29 points while Hooks chipped in 54-28. Vance scored 10 for the
be held Saturday, with the
All Gate Profits To Be
winners
while
Gearheart
fired
in
with 11. Rudolph paced Faxon
dial
Atlantic Coast Conference title
13 for Almo.
with 28 points.
hanging on the outcome
Donated To The Telethon
Lynn Grove 14 12 16 14—.56
Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Need,.
The sponsoring Wilmington Faxon
captured
the
Almo
II 3 RI 4-28
Athletic Association had hoped preliminary contest 42-30.
for an earlier date, but declined Rennet led the losers with 13 Lynn Grove (56) Calhoun 18,
Enjoy The Entire Evening With Us
one in early September when points while Johnson led Faxon Adams 13, Farris 1, McCuiston 3, th•r.
ItegalCk AV° CO
Southside Manor Shopping Center
the U.S. Match Play Champion- with 22. Mitchell and Morris Vance 2, Doran 9, and Barnes 10.
Call 442-7111 For Reservations Paducah, Ky.
ship was scheduled for late chipped in with nine apiece to
Almo (28) Duncan 4, Wells 11,
Murray, Ky.
August at Pinehurst.
contribute tolhe Faxon win.
Miller 7, Houk 2 and Fike 4.

Morehead, Eastern Renew
Old Rivalry_ On Saturday
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Azalea Open
Tournament
Starts Today

Kirksey And Hazel Tied
For Second Position In
County Grade Standings
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10% DINH
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on your TOY* PURCHASE

ORCHESTRA

MARY STALLINES On Vocals

753-2310

Sears1 Sears Catalog Sales Office

Chontill'

26

Years

BILBREY'S
ANNOUNCES THEIR ANNIVERSARY SALE

STORE-WIDE REDUCTION
BEGINNING
210 E Main Street

26
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LSU Gets Nod Over Notre Dame
In College Football Forecast

NOVEMBER 18, 1971

APSU Hosts East Tennessee In :—
Homecoming Bathe On Saturday

,

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.—The prevented one ITU touchdown!
final game of the 1971 football with a tremendous defensive
College Football Forecast
9-2 season that might have been
season for Austin Peay State effort in knocking down a pass in
The South
By United Press International
something special if not for the
By DAVID MOFFIT
University will find the Gover- the third quarter.
Louisiana State, a team
presence of Oklahoma and
nors hosting East Tennessee in In the fourth quarter, Fuqua
UPI Atlanta
which has already lost three
Nebraska on the Buffs' schethe
annnual
homecoming demonstrated just how much he
games, is still hopeful of Louisiana State 14 Notre
dule.
festivities this weekend.
had been missed When he
landing a berth in one of the Dame 13—Call it a hunch as the
The Rockies
rratic Bengals try to get back
The Governors will close out a returned a punt 77 yards on a
nation's numerous college footBy TRACY RINGOISBY
very disappointing year with this dazzling run for the Governors'
ball post-season bowls, and that into the bowl picture.
UPI Cheyenne
weekend's game. They will enter second touchdown of the game.
may be the incentive necessary Tennessee 21 Kentucky 7—
New Mexico 31 Wyoming 17—
the 1:30 p.m. kickoff with an "It really was great seeing
for the Bengals to pull off one 'Vols also interested in a poet- Pokes'
chances for better than
season
eight-game
bid.
losing
streak Ronnie playing again," Dupes
of the major upsets of the
North Carolina 17 Duke 14— .500 season dwindles.
following last Saturday's 37-12 remarked following the game.
season Saturday.
Colorado State 21 Texas El
blitz by Tennessee Tech.
"He almost broke another punt
LSU, which is out of the Tar Heels win Atlantic Coast Paso 14—Rams want seconds
Conference
The game will also mark the for a touchdown.
championship.
Southeastern Conference rave
after first victory last week.
final time for wearing the scarlet "The one he did return for the
but still very much alive in the South Carolina 27 Wake
Brigham Young 17 Utah 14
Forest
and
white for 11 seniors. Six of TD was a masterful piece of
21—The
way
these
two
bowl picture, hosts seventhCougars are after state title to
the seniors will likely draw running. Yes, we are delighted
ranked Notre Dame Saturday teams have been up and down, salvage season.
starting assignments for the that he decided to prove the
and our regional predictor likes anything can happen.
Utah State 21 Idaho 7—Aggies
Also:
game.
Vanderbilt
two
over
doctors wrong," Dupes added.
the Tigers to win and perhaps
continue to roll.
The large group of seniors
APSU's opponent, East Tenspoil the Irish's chances of Tampa, Clemson seven over
The Southwest
includes offensive performers nessee, will come to town still
landing a bid to one of the North Carolina State, Maryland
By
MIKE
RABUN
Ben Boswell (guard), Art Hicks seeking their first win of the
three over Virginia, William ds
•
three major bowls still open.
UPI Dallas
and Kenny Johnson (run- season. The Bucs managed a e-6
Mary five over Richmond,
Arkansas 31 Texas Tech 9—
Only half of the nation's top Florida State 13 over Tulsa,
ningbacks), Wayne Sawyer tie with Murray State this year
10 ranked teams will see action Memphis State seven over The Razorbacks, despite their
(tackle)
and Gary Shepard (tight and show a 0-8-1 record.
HIGH-LEVEL HUDDLE—Murray State University football coach Bill Furguson (left) consults end).
Saturday as Nebraska, Oklaho- Kansas State, Virginia Tech recent bumblings, still have an
Saturday's winner will vacate
State
Kentucky
Western
with
game
Saturday's
Sparks
on
strategy
for
M.
Harry
with
President
ma, Alabama, Auburn and three over Southern Mississippi, outside shot at the Southwest
Defensively, six seniors will be the cellar in the Ohio Valley
times
Georgia take a week off before Chattanooga 12 over VMI, Conference title and they won't University at Bowling Green. In the 37-game series between the two rivals, Murray has won 13
dressing for the last time. They Conference standings while the
this season is 5-3-1, and 3-2-1 in the.Ohio
give away what little chance and tied in 6 of the conflicts. Murray State's!overall
.
_
engaging in crucial showdowns. Citadel 24 over Davidson.
_....record
include Bill Blair -and David loser will find themselves in the
_
Valley
Conference.
they've got.
Michigan and Penn State are
Phillips (linebackers), Jim eight spot in the league.
The Midwest
(Pipet° by Wilms Woolley)
Texas Christian 13 Rice 10—
both favored to keep their
Hughes and Carl Wilson (ends), The Bucs gave Middle TenBy ED SAINSBURY
Horned Frogs bounce back
unbeaten strings intact while
Tonnie Fuqua and Tommy nessee all they wanted last
UPI Chicago
Arizona State and Colorado, Michigan 21 Ohio State 10— from tough loss to Texas to wir
Westbrook (defensive backs).
Saturday before losing 27-23. In
two other members of the top When did the Buckeyes last another game for new coact
"This group of seniors fact, ETSU had the chance to
Billy
Tohill.
10, are expected to win handily. lose three straight?
represents one of the largest we take the lead when they pulled
House 35 Miami 17—Hous
have had to go out at one time," within one at 24-23.
Illinois 42 Iowa 14—The Illini
The East
head coach Bill Dupes stated.
have convinved themselves now. ton's wide open offense move:
The Buccaneers went for the
By FRED McMANE
"They each have played an two-point conversion but failed.
Purdue 35 Indiana 7—Boiler- another step closer to bow I
By JOHN G. GRIFFLN
because it came after punches was out and I didn't want to important
game.
UPI New York
makers play this one for
part during their MTSU added a field goal late in
UPI Sports Editor
that seemed no stronger than a kill him."
Penn State 35 Pittsburgh 13— tradition.
Houston
35
Miami
17—
collegiate careers and we will the fourth quarter to ice the game
HOUSTON (UPI) —Muham- hundred that All landed earlier.
Panthers always get up for this
All also didn't gun for a kayo definitely miss them."
Michigan State 24 Northwes- Houston's wide open offense
away.
wie, but they are several tern 21—Wishbone will be too moves another step closer to mad All, who insists he'd give Mathis went down on his knees, because he obviously knew he
The meeting this Saturday will
of
will
be
Saturday
game
The
up
fighting
how
"if
to
I
knew
up
he
at
but was
six. Again
classes below the Lions in much for Wildcats.
was safely ahead on the
bowl game.
particular importance to one be the 21st between APSU and
make
some
a
other
living
down
from
the
went
a
cuff
near
talent.
point
scorecards.
the
"10
On
Also:
SMU
14
over Baylor,
Wisconsin 23 Minnesota 24—
West Virginia 17 Syracuse 14 Badgers are putting it together. West Texas State six over way," followed up his easy right ear, and this time the bell must" system in Texas that senior—cornerback Ronnie ETSII with the Bucs holding a 13Six weeks ago, the E-1 series lead including last
victory over Buster Mathis sounded at four.
-Nothing has gone right for
gives a round winner 10 points, Fuqua.
Also: Dayton 10 over Bowling Drake, Wichita State two over
the Orangemen this year, and Green, Cincinnati six over North Texas State, Memphis today with the announcement His handlers got him out for All won, 118-104, on the card of defensive standout was told by year's 45-14 walloping.
they don't seem to have any Miami (Ohio), Toledo 21 over
te four over Kansas State. that the next stop on his long the 12th and Ali dropped him Judge Ernie Taylor, 118-105, doctors that he would not play
road back to Joe Frazier will twice more, each time for a from Jordan, and 119-108 from any more football.
PURSE INCREASED
Incentive left.
The Far West
Kent State, Ohio U. ZS over
Fuqua was injured while
be in Switzerland.
seven-count taken on one knee. Judge Earl Keel.
ST. ANDREWS, Scotland
Cornell 27 Pennsylvania 10— Marshall, Northern Illinois 14
By JOE SARGIS
The date is Dec. 18 in Zurich, At the end Mathis was on
Ed Mariner° closes out his over Xavier, Southern Illinois
Asked if he would show the returning a kickoff against (UPI) —The Royal and Ancient
UPI San Francisco
operated on to Club announced
Wednesday
career with a bang as Big Red 13 over Central Michigan.
Stanford 21 California 17— and the opponent Jurgin Blin of rubber legs, but he was same compassion for Frazier, Morehead and was
repair a hernia in Morehead. that a precedent will be set
Germany, a promising young standing when the gong sound- Mi laughed.
wins first Ivy League title ever.
Indians
end
all
speculation
The Midlands
Princeton 23 Dartmouth 21—
"Certainly," he said. "I am However, he had other ideas next year when all pros
about what might have been for heavyweight who figures to be ed.
By CHARLIE SMITH
much
of
just
an
as
underdog
Should
competing in the 101st British
Have
Stopped
Fight
Tigers end Indians' reign as Ivy
not out to kill any man. Just about not playing any more.
California.
UPI Kansas City
against All as the hulking, out- All said referee Chris Jordan think what all those folks who, Last Saturday, against Ten- Open golf championship will be
League kingpin.
Oregon
28
Oregon
State
24—
Iowa State 31 Oklahoma State
of-shape Mathis.
should have stopped the fight. don't like what I say about the nessee Tech, Fuqua returned to guranteed starting money.
Yale 20 Harvard 19 Only 13 14—Cyclones are desperately Could go either way.
The purse for the Open was
points have separated these two hoping for their first bowl bid USC 35 UCLA 14—Trojans "I plan to fight about five "He should have stopped it draft and the war would say — playing and was one of the few
teams in their last four and won't turn down anything, wind up disappointing season in times a year until I get when he saw I could just play 'You say you don't believe in bright spots APSU had to reflect increased $6,250 to $125,000,
Frazier," said Alt after his with him," said All. "I toyed killing and you go out and kill a on following the game.
with $13,750 going to the
meetings. Strictly a home field including a chance to win seven blaze of glory.
The Nashville, Tenn., native winner.
four-knockdown,
12-round deci- with him because he obviously man.111
hunch.
games for the first time since Washington State 38 Washington 31—Bernard Jackson upsta- sion Wednesday night before a
Also: Boston College 20 over 1960.
crowd
of
21,000
in
the
Kansas 24 Missouri 14—The ges Ty Paine and Sonny
Massachusetts, Columbia 14
Sixkiller in wildest game of Astrodome and closed circuit
long,
end
sad
of
season
a
for
over Brown, Holy Cross six
TV watchers at 106 locations in
year in Pacific Eight.
over Connecticut, Colgate 15 both teams, but Missouri's will
the United States and 27 foreign
Arizona
State
17
San
Jose
sadder
over Rutgers, Temple six over be longer and
countries.
State
14—Sun
Devils
win
but
Colorado 35 Air Force 10—A
Villanova, Delaware 25 over
"Then," he added, "I'll retire
Spartans
gain
added
respect.
Colorado team completes a.
Bucknell
and work for my religion."

All Wins Decision Over Mathis.
says Next Fight In Switzerland

Der of Murra,
all Team I h,
reshman ITh

Middle School
To Host Concord
Monday Night
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Gorham's Chantilly and Hispana, the world's most cherished sterling designs, are
now available in a gleaming
collection of matching silverploteci dining occA4isories

kiddies
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Now is the time for holiday
gift-giving or to start your own
elegant silver service. Come in
today and choose from our
r
'ir2:tioomplete collection of Goham
ntilly and Hispana.
SPECIAL
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The 256-pound Mathis, who
got up off the canvas four
times in the last two rounds in
a stubborn effort to prove he's
no "pussycat," provided All
with little more than a spirited
workout. For 10 rounds. Aii
stayed out at arm's reach until
Buster was falling-down weary,
BY MIKE BRANDON
and then he chopped down the
big man four times with the
Murray Middle School opens its same head punches that didn't
basketball season Monday night stop Frazier in their big title
by hosting the New Concord fight last March
Redbirds. The seventh grade However, Mathis. for one,
game will begin at 7 p.m. and will came away convinced that Ali
be played at the old Murray High is exactly what he keeps saying
he is —better than champion
gYm.
Both Murray teams will be Frazier.
coached by Charles Reed. The Big Buster, who was knocked
eighth grade ballclub is big, but out by Frazier in 11 rounds
inexperienced.
Both of the back in 1968, insisted, "Ali is still
Murray teams will be meeting a
better
fighter
than
undefeated teams.
Frazier. He's the best fighter I
The New Concord seventh know."
graders have taken nine straight At the same time, Buster
victories during the season and admitted that he went down in
should provide some formidable the last two rounds more from
competition for Murray. The weariness than from All's
Redbirds eighth grade team is punches.
undefeated and led by Steve "He wasn't punching that
Cunningham. Cunningham is hard," Mathis said. "I fell
setting a 25 point per game down from exhaustion more
scoring average for Coach Bill than anything. I must be tired.
Allen's Redbirds.
Had To Go On
The Redbirds have ample "Yes, I felt I had to go on,"
material in Charles Eaker, Mathis told newsmen. "You
Benny Pittman, Roger Hendon guys --you guys have been
and Bobby Futrell along with a saying I was a yellow doe. that
fine bench. Concord will have the I had no heart, that I was a
advantage of having played nine pussycat."
games while Murray will be In victory, Ali was generous
playing its first.
with his praise of Mathis,
Admission is fifty cents for explaining, "I didn't _open_ up
adults and a quarter for students. any sooner because I couldn't
The varsity contest will begin find an opening. Buster Mathis
around 8 p.m.
is a lot better than you writers
County Grade
told me he was"
Schools Standings
And, as usual, Alt had sharp
words for the man he always is
Team
W. L really fighting, no matter the
New Concord
9 0 name of the man in the other
Hazel
6 3 corner —Joe Frazier.
Kirksey
6 3
"Better Boxers
Faxon
4 5 "Both Jimmy Ellis and
Lynn Grove
2 7 Mathis were better boxers than
Almo
0 9 Frazier," said Ali. "You can
print that Frazier is no boxer
—he is just an animal."
The first 10 rounds of the
LEDUC RECALLED
fight were dull and repetitious.
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI)
The California Seals Wednesday Ali, who'd said he would fight
recalled center Rich I.educ "in and out," fought strictly
"out" —staying away from
from the Cleveland Barons
the American Hockey League. Mathis and spearing him with
Leduc was sent down earlier long lefts and snapping long
this season on loan and scored rights.
a goal and three assists for the The first knockdown in the
11th round was surprising,
Barons in 16 games.

er

Why our fastback has the
last laugh on its competitors:
4

1200 Sport Coupe

11E11
It's no gag. T.E.E. H.E.E. has made
our fastback what it is today. Mod.
Economical—as all get-out. The best
deal in today's market.
T.E.E. H.E.E. stand 'for Technical
Engineering Excellence, And Highly
Extravagant Extras.
T.E.E. refers to a car body Welded
into a single steel unit. No rattle.
Longer wear. It refers to standard
equipment like- a high-cam engine

(expect up to 30 miles-per-gallon) and
safety front disc brakes.
H.E.E. refers to such standard
equipment as a fold-down back seat,
reclining front buckets, tinted glass
and whitewalls.
See the Small Car Expert, your
Datsun dealer. He'll give you a lot of
value for your dough.
No joke.
Drive a Datsun then decide

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
So. 12th Street

*

Open

Evenings Till 8:00

*

Phone 753 7114

Latin Americans resent
U.S. 'hard line' policy
By WILLIAM GIANDONI
Copley News Service
Latin America seems to be
trying to get even with the
United States once and for all.
The flood of complaints
agairtst the United States at the
moment is based on the
measures President Nixon took
to strengthen the dollar and to
correct the U. S. unfavorable
balance of trade.
But, to judge by the irrational
tone of much of that criticism,
if it had not been for the dollar
crisis, some other pretext
would have served as well.
Latin American resentment
has been building up for years
and had to boil over sooner or
later
The reason is simply stated.
The United States over the last
decade helped whip Latin
hopes to a high peak, and then
reneged ou whatLatin America
thought were U. S. promises.
In 1961, the United States
slimed the Charter of Punta del
Este, establishing the Alliance
for Progress. That included
what the Latin Americans
considered a pledge that the
United States would give them
up to $2 billion a year for
purposes.
Almost before the inir'was
dry on the document, the
United States let it be known
r that the U S. government's
',Commitment of taxpayers'
!money was really only just
7-over $I billion a year.
„ It is not difficult to see where
'and how the confusion arose.
The Declaration to the
Peoples of America. the
document in which the whole
Alliance for Progress program
was suaimarized in terms
people could understand, had
this to say an the rn) niy
matter
"The Crated States, for its
part, pledges its efforts to
supply financial and technical
cooperation in order to achieve
the aims of the Alliance for
Progress.
-To this end, the United
States will provide a major
part of the muumum of twenty
,billion dollars principally in
public funds which Latin
America will require over the
next ten years from all external

sources in order to supplement harshly criticized for its
its own efforts."
alleged inattention to Latin
So it was that many Latins America and Latin American
got the idea, though mistaken, needs.
At the recent meeting of the
that "a major part," as the
document said in English, or Inter American Economic and
"the major part," as it read in Social Council (CIES) in
Spanish, meant most of the $20 Panama City, for example, the
hemispheric countries were
billion.
Actually, in the ten years of unanimous in condemning the
the Alliance, the United States, U. S. imposition of a ten per
by its own figuring, lived up to cent surcharge on imports
from Latin America, as well as
the pledge.
the rest of the world.
But there were other strong
The Latins argue that they
emotional forces unleashed and
encouraged by the United are not to blame for the United
States and the Alliance, which States' unfavorable balances of
had seemed to promise land for trade or payments. Actually,
the landless, redistribution of the United States sells more to
income, decent homes for all latin America than it buys and
people and the end of illiteracy. -has a favorable balance of
Predictably, the Alliance for trade with the area.
Latins, too, oppose any
Progress fell short of accomplishing in ten years what change in the official value of
either
by
dollar,
had not been done in the cen- the
revaluation of European or
turies up to then.
eirrectatIons aroused at
-- Japanese currencies-or a hike
that time now fuel the fires of in the price of gold. Estimates
discontent in Latin America. are that 80 per cent of Latin
America's monetary reserves
That means political and social
are in dollars and what would
problems that most of the
amount to a devaluation of the
governments cannot handle
within the framework of dollar, no matter what
Washington chooses to call it,
representative democracy.
In a number of countries, would also hurt the Latins.
The extent of Latin resentdictatorial regimes have been
ment against the United States
established in the avowed hope
of being able to achieve what is indicated by the extremes to
which some Latin delegates go
the professional politicians
in talking about hemispheric
promised, but were unable to
le
attain. While it can easily be reprisals,
for
example,
Chile,
predicted that the dictatorships, too, will fall short, suggested in Panama that
Latin America should stop
the muzzles that governments
paying on its foreign debts for a
like those of Fidel Castro in
ten-year period.
Cuba, Salvador Allende in
While that idea may be
Chile, Gen. Juan Velasco
"unthinkable," it was picked
Alvarado in Peru and other
up and widely discussed in
such latter-day "saviors"
newspapers throughout the
clamp on the communications
Americas.
media, are sufficient to stifle
Actually, the
Chilean
all protest.
government is taking the lead
But the feeling is widespread
in efforts to drive U. S. inthat, as Congressman Jorge
vestors out of Latin America.
Cruickshank,
secretary
Sen. Carlos Altamirano,
general of Mexico's Moscowsecretary general of the
line Popular Socialist Party put
Chilean Socialist Party, of
it recently, "the cause of the
which President Salvador
principal ills of our country,
Allende was a founder, argues
our people, suffer, is nothing
that Chile has a right to seize
other than the forces of imU S. and other foreign, as well
perialism," that is, the United
as domestic, properties in that
States.
country without paying for
In one inter-American
them.
meeting after another and even
irt 'international conferences,
the United States is being

TAPPAII

DISPOSER
SALE!
Model 51-1049
• C.rot.nu.
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• A"t in tin,'
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Model 51-1070
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automatic
r
one, motor
• Sound insulated
• Pegboard side panels
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towels, tools
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illuminate area
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• Sound insulated
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'Certified Nationwide Service ••
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MONEY

Better
year seen
for world
By CARL W. RITTER
Copley News Service
In spite of the shock waves
still rippling around the world
in the wake of President
Nixon's announcement of new
U.S. economic policy clearly
designed in part to improve this
country's trade position at expense of at least two or three
other leading industrial nations, those nations are likely to
do quite well next year.
Would you believe 1972
shapes up better for the industrialized nations as a whole
than 1970 and 1971?
Well, that's what some of the
best minds in international
banking think. The multinational Societe Financiere Europeenne - an investment bank
equally owned by seven major
banks in as many countries says so in its fall-winter report.
The major industrial countries' real economic growth
after allowing for inflation)
amounted to 2.5 per cent in
1970.
Estimated real growth for
this year is 3.8 per cent.
As for 1972, the report is certainly not pessunisUc, stating
that"continuedimprovement"
lies ahead. A further slowdown
in world trade, it concedes,
could result in less growth than
seemed probable before the
currency troubles of late summer but still is expected to
come close to 5 per cent.
Before the money trauma,
the real growth rate being projected for the industrialized
countries as a whole was 6 per
cent.
"Forecasts for individual
countries are subject to a number of qualifications," the report points out. "The major industrial countries are negotiating a series of international
monetary reforms likely to be
the most significant steps since,
thesedpresentsystem was deThe outlook for world money
markets is clouded, of course,
by these negotiations.
. The repert from bank heed -'-

Where Are The 'Bad' Kids Since Ky. Village Closed?

Village.
Mountain Boys' Camp, Fren- "Security is not u matter of the
By John Hunt
There, where the population chburg Boys' Center or Kentucky height of a fence, anyway,"
Special Writer
sometimes ran as high as 800 Children's Home.
Tracy says, "but rather speaks
FRANKFORT, Ky. -With
children (in an institution built
In some places objections have directly to the relationship
the
part
of
a
Village
Kentucky
sentence
"served"
a
been voiced because these camps between staff and children."
for 22) he
past, Evans D. Tracy, Director of with little
of don't offer "maximum security,"
possibility
The average stay of a child in
the Division of Institutions in the rehabilitation or therapy.
Tracy said. "Usually this is the one of the camps where facilities
Kentucky Department of Child
were
concern of those who see and staff make it possible to
Crowded conditions alone
Welfare, often is asked, "Where
a prohibiting factor when juveniles adjudged delinquent as provide the best of modern
are they now."
rehabilitative programs were hardened criminals. For the most programs, is four to six months.
You had a "bad" kid in your
part they are not."
considered.
apwas
community; he
"Even if I were asked to
Approximately one-third of all
children adjudged
prehended, &'convicted" and Today
have their problems commitments represent those defend the program from an
subsequently shipped out. delinquent
be who have broken a law which is economic point of view I could,"
may
diagnosed--they
Where? A few years ago you
socially
only an offense in the case of Tracy added.
academically
or
almost could be certain: he went
He pointed out that the total
deprived or have an unstable minors, according to Tracy.
Village.
Kentucky
to
operating budget of Kentucky
sent
are
sent
to
an
inare
"Many
background-and
family
But now Kentucky Village has
residential facility stitution as chronic truants- Village in its last full year of
officially been closed and labeled to a small
operation was $1,338,000, comwhere appropriate programs are certainly less than criminal."
warehouse."
"human
longtime
a
pared to $130,000 for each of the
manageable
among
a
employed
So, what happens today to
camps that were in operation
The
idea
of
Kentucky
Village
as
number.
juveniles adjudged delinquent?
to Jewel a place of "maximum security during that same year.
They're treated more like an Girls may be sent
Morehead
was an illusion, he adds. "Con- "But this is not the end of the
Center,
Girls'
Manor
enlightened society is expected to
Girls'
Lynwood
trary
to what many people think, story," he said. "For every child
or
Center
Girls'
treat them, according to Tracy.
treated at there were no fences at Kentucky we help restore to society as a
Ten camps and centers spread Center. Boys are
healthy citizen, we can point to
Center, Village."
around Kentucky provide the Daniel Boone Boys'
Lake Actually, the percentage of one less potential criminal. And
setting for their treatment. Barkley Boys' Camp,
Camp, AWOIS from the camps com- a lifetime of crime is a costly
These residential facilities with Cumberland Boys'
Camp,
Pine pares favorably 'with the best thing for society, which must foot
Boys'
Woodsbend
staffs and programs of different
record of Kentucky Village. the bill."
specialties deal selectively with Mountain Boys' Camp,
each
individual
problems
of
the
child.
Step by step, this is what
happens to the child in your
community who is in trouble„or
gives strong signs that he is soon
to be involved in the juvenile
justice system:
He's brought before your
3 DAYS ONLY - Thur.-Fri.-Sat
county official responsible for
passing judgement on him. If
your county has managed it, that
will be a juvenile judge. In many
Kentucky counties, however, the
county judge must also assume
the role of juvenile judge.
The child's problem is
reviewed and if the judge considers it serious enough, he is
turned over to the Kentucky
Department of Child Welfare for
institutional care. Other alternatives are available if the
child's particular case indicates
they would be more helpful.
Talks with a juvenile counselor,
help within the family through a
homemaker, or even placement
in a foster home are among the
possibilities.
But if the child's problem is so
serious that none of these
alternatives are adequate, until
recent years there was no place
to send him except Kentucky

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

peadline For
Essay Contest
Is December 1

quarters in Paris and Luxembourg indicates that the most
rapid growth next year may be
that of Japan - "Although real
growth in Japan will be low by
The deadline for principals in
Japanese standards, it still will Kentucky to submit their schools'
be high by world standards." winning entries in the
1971
After five years of expansion,
Conservation Essay Contest is
Japan's economic growth beWednesday, December 1.
gan to slow down in the second
The contest, open to all
A small army of about 350 half of 1970. Now, however,
conservation-minded volunteers there are signs of recovery students in Kentucky schools, is a
invaded Red River Gorge Nov. 6 Real economic growth there is public service program of The
and
The
to pick up tons of litter from estimated to be between 5 per Courier-Journal
trails, roadsides and riverbanks. cent and 6 per cent this year Louisville Times. The subject of
The second annual Red River compared with 7 per cent next this year's contest is "Land
Use-Its Effect on My Local
Gorge Cleanup was sponsored by year.
Environment."
the Cumberland Chapter of the
The United States is reported
Each principal should send his
Sierra Club which covers Kenby the "societe" to be "poised
Tennessee.
school's top essay to the office of
tucky and
to make strong gains over the
his local school system
Volunteers included Boy
next year." Real income is preScouts, teachers, students, dicted to rise about 5.5 to 6 per superintendent where it will be
outdoorsmen and even whole cent while consumer spending processed and forwarded for
families.
and personal income grow 8 to district judging. Soil and Water
Conservation offices in each
They swarmed up and down 10 per cent.
steep banks, along narrow creekUnemployment is seen fall- county will conduct the district
banks and even descended 130- ing slowly to the range of 5 to judging.
District winners will receive a
foot Chimney Top Rock to collect 5.5 per cent from the current
litter left by the thousands of level near 6 per cent.
$25 U.S. Savings Bond and a
tourists who have flocked to the
On balance, the restoration of plaque from the contest sponsors.
confidence and the forthcoming
District runners-up and school
gorge in recent years.
Oscar Geralds, Sierra Club tax incentives should produce a winners will receive certificates.
conservation chairman, said the much-improved year for the
The best essay in each of
were U.S. economy, the report says. Kentucky's 121 Soil and Water
objectives
project's
-but will not achieve the ideal Conservation districts will be
twofold.
"The first is to get the area conditions of growth with low judged for state awards. First
clean, of course," he said. But, inflation seen in the mid- place will earn a $500 U.S.
Savings Bond, second place a
secondly, we want to help im- 1960s."
International interest rate
press people of the problems
$200 bond, and third place a $100
differentials, which led to masinvolved-littering, waste disposal
sive short-term capital flows bond.
and the inconsiderate attitude of that eventually became
The three state winners, their
specuand teachers will be
many of our fellow men."
lative pressures on exchange parents
This year's haul of rubbish was rates, are expected to continue honored guests at the annual
somewhat less than the 15 tons to narrow in 1972
Farm Awards Luncheon in
collected last fall when the first
A flow of funds back to the Louisville on February 19 where
cleanup was held.
United States is declared to be the top prizes will be awarded,
—The most littered area was a a distinet posstbilityw
-ith-iri-ditch along Ky. 77 near the Nada terest rates seemingly in posi- NIXON'S HOLIDAY PLANS
WASHINGTON ( UPI I Tunnel where piles of cans, tion to decline in Japan, West
bottles and other junk were (;ermany. Italy and The President Nixon and the First
Lady are expected to fly to
Netherlands.
collected.
Banks sharing ownership of California next week to spend
the Societe F'inanciere Euro- the Thanksgiving weekend at
CHIEF JUSTICE'S HOUSE
peenne are • Bank of America, their San Clemente home.
WASHINGTON (UPI( -The Algernene Bank Nederlarxi:
The President's daughter,
Senate Judiciary Committee Banca 'Nazionale del labor() Julie Eisenhower, and her
has approved legislation that i Italy ).; Banque de Bruxelles husband David will not be
would give the chief justice of )Belgium l. Banque Natonale along for the trip however,
the United States something de Paris: Barclays Bank Ltd spending their holiday instead
Kingdom)
and with Eisenhower's parents
that even the vice president 'United
--an official Dresdner Bank I Germany
doesn't have
Phoenixville, Pa. It was
residence.
known where the President's
other daughter, Tricia Cox, and
DISTRACTING ODOR
If the bill is approved by
LONDON (UPI i-Police in the her husband, would spend the
Congress and signefLbS, the House of
Commons have biter' holiday.
President, Chief Justice Warren asked not to
cook onions
E Burger and his wife will
FISH CATCH RECORD
Some members of Parliament
move into a $250,000 mansion in
Etritish ships landed a record
objected to the smell of frying
northwest
Washington
The
onions wafting through the VO million worth of wet fish
owners of the property, G.
building from the police mess and shell fish in Scotland last
Howland Chase and his wife,
MOT where the officers regu- year. an increase of $11.5 milhave offered it along with a
larly choked steak and onions lion over the figure for the pre$500,000 fund to maintain it.
vious year
for dinner

Volunteers
Join Gorge
Cleaning-Up

Carefully selected 100% Polyester -fabrics
tailored lust for us .. two button models
with "now" details. Choice of scalloped
pockets, wide lapels, high center vent
with flare slacks or classic center vent,
wide lapels, regular cut trousers_

REGULAR $85.00
MEN'S

, One Group Men's Polyester

DOUBLE KNIT
SPORT COATS

DOUBLE KNIT
FLARE SLACKS
Fth, ¶1401) 3 DAYS ON1

REGULAR
$60.00

00

$5
0

$ 1088
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Tennis Star To
Head Diabetes
Committee
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Choices are plenty in mortgage market
By EUGENE CARLSON
hensne package of wage-priceWASHINGTON (UPI) — Be- rent controls.
!apse of — or perhaps in spite
Other factors
at the administration's econBet Catherine Martini, the
omic controls, homebuyers are NAREB's Director of Renow enjoying an unusual range search, notes that other factors
of choices in the mortgage beside the freeze were influencmarket.
ing the mortgage market at this
In addition, those frighten- time. Specifically, the Federal
ing 8.5 per cent interest rates
on conventional mortgages that
dominated the nation last year
have largely disappeared. Average rates are now almost a full
percentage point below this
level and the trend is down.
Costs to the average homebuyer have increased in the
past six months, however, but
the range is still well below
1971 levels.
These findings emerge from
the semiannual mortgage market survey conducted by the
National Association of Real
Estate Boards (NAREB).
About 200 realtors were quesmid-September,
tioned in
roughly one month after President Nixon clamped the lid on
the economy with his compre-

William F. Talbert, international tennis star and New
York businessman, will serve as
Chairman of the American
Diabetes Association's newly
created
Committee
on
Development, it was announced
by Dr. Stefan S. Fajans, Ann
Arbor, Michigan, Association
President.
Mr. Talbert's appointment
comes on the eve of Diabetes
Week, November 14-20, which
highlights the national voluntary
health agency's year-round
Diabetes Detection Drive. Of the
estimated 4.4 million diabetic
Americans, 1.6 million have the
diRease and do not know it; the
Diabetes Detection Drive is
carried out to find and help as
many of them as possible.
The Committee on Development will spearhead the
Association's first nation-wide
fund-raisintsffort, launched
during Diabetes Week, to seek
greater public support of its
education, detection
and
research programs.
"These
programs," Mr. Talbert said,
"hold the key to improved care
and treatment of those with
diabetes and, eventually, to the
prevention and cure of diabetes.
Broad public support is urgently
Murray State University's
needed to enable the Association
Symphonic
Brass Choir will
to continue and expand these
present its first concert of the
programs."
A diabetic from the age of 10, season Thursday, Nov. 18, at 8
Mr. Talbert noted that because p.m. in the old recital hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
individuals with diabetes under
proper control can lead active Under the direction of Dr.
and productive lives there is a Wayne M. Sheley, professor of
music, the 30-piece group will
public misconception about the
perform selections including
seriousness of diabetes.
"Symphony for Brass and
"Actually„' he pointed out,
Percussion" by Alfred Reed;
''diabetes is the fifth leading
.rause of death by disease, the "Octet" by Mueller; and the
iecond leading cause of blindness overture to the rock opera
and a major contributing cause of "Tommy."
The guest conductor for the
heart attacks."
Mr. Talbert, who is Senior Vice program will be Gerald Sledd,
President of the Security- director of bands at Mayfield
Columbian Bank-note Company, High School and president of the
last September served as First District Music Educators
Chairman and Director of the Association. Sledd, a Murray
United States Open Tennis State graduate, has been active
Championships at Forest Hills. in music and educational
He is a member of the Board of organizations at both the local
Directors of the American and the state level.
Diabetes Association as well as of Organized in 1966 by Sheley,
the Brass Choir has been an
the New
York
Diabetes
outstanding performing group for
Association.
He has made it a regular MSU. Last spring the choir
practice to speak to groups of toured Alabama, Georgia, and
Florida, and was the only group
diabetic children, such as those
selected from Kentucky to
at the New York Association's
perform at the Southern Division
Camp NYDA and by his example
of the Music Educators National
has been a source of enConvention in Daytona Beach,
couragement to people of all
Fla.
ages.
Composed of selected brass
In 1967, Mr. Talbert was
performers, and percussion, the
elected to the National Lawn
Brass Choir maintains an exTennis Hall of Fame, topping 25
citing repertoire ranging from
years of amateur competition.
baroque and classical selections
He has won 38 national chamto contemporary arid popular
pionships, was ranked among the
pieces.
top ten players of the country for
The public is cordially invited
14 years; and captained the
to attend this concert, and there
United States teams seeking or
is no admission charge.
defending the Davis Cup, the
International men's amateur
tennis championship trophy, for
five successive years.
He has been a contributing
editor to Sports Illustrated since
His
it started in 1954.
autobiography, "Playing for
The Cooperative English Test—
Life„' was published in 1958 and
he is the co-author of six tennis a requirement for admission to
manuals, the most recent being the teacher education program—
"Stroke Production in the Game will be given at Murray State
University on Saturday morning,
of Tennis," published in 1971.
A native of Cincinnati, Ohio, Nov. 20.
Robert Rowan of the Testing
Mr. Talbert had ambitions of
joining the Cincinnati Reds until Center at the university said the
his diabetes was diagnosed at the free test will be administered in
age of 10. At that time, only a few the ballroom of the Waterfield
years after the discovery of in- Student Union Building at three
sulin, exercise for diabetics was times-8 a.m., 9:30 aim and 11
frowned on; so for four years he a.m.
led an inactive life. Then he was He added that a student may
encouraged by his father and the take the test at any one of the
family physician to play tennis. times without prior registration.
Mr. Talbert, who resides in Completion of forms and adNew York City, is married to the ministration of the test take
former Nancy Pike; they have about one hour, according to
Rowan.
two sons, Pike and Peter.
Noting that application for
CONSUMER SPENDING
admission to teacher education
NEW YORK (UPI)—A na- may be made at the same time,
tional constuner opinion survey Rowan said the following
released today says Americans students must take the test to
are not likely to increase their meet requirements:
spending in the near future —All sophomores who plan to
unless the economy as a whole follow the teacher preparation
picks up.
Program.
Consumer caution may be the —All juniors and seniors who
result of general confusion and plan to get teacher certificates
uncertainty over the meaning and who have not yet taken the
of the Nixon administration's test.
new economic policies, accord- —All persons accepted coning to a survey by the ditionally into the teacher
conference board.
preparation program pending
completion of the test.
A BANG-UP FINISHWALBRIDGE, Ohio CUR)—
Mae E. Ledady, 56, Bowling
Now„ You Know
Green, finished her driver's
By United Press International
license parking teif Tuesday by
Baas Rock, a tiny island in
hitting a parked car, the the Firth of Forth, Scotlimd,
examination station building was the last part of Scotland
and a natural gas .meter.
surrendered to King William III
Neither she nor the license
of England/ King James' partiexaminer were injured. She san to William III, in 1694.
failed the test

Brass Choir
Concert Is
On Thursday

Reserve %a:, acting to expand
credit, and federal agencies
associated with mortgage credit
g the
programs were wid
home
for
opportunity
purchases.
Thus many young families,
using long-term low -equity
conventional loans with private

now find
they can finance a home
sooner
,,anticipated, Mrs.
Martini said.
the family with sizeable assets, a short-term, high
equity loan with a favorable
rate is now available in many
areas. There has never been a

financial climate in which so
many lending institutions were
offering variation in loan characteristics," Mrs. Martini
added.
"This major feature af the
market is advantageous not
only to buyers but to potential
sellers who have hesitated to
offer their properties because
of costs that might revert to
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them."
The NAREB survey showed
thatinterest rates from 7.5 to
8 per cent prevailed in September for existing houses in
"good neighborhoods." A year
earlier, 8.5 per cent rates were
common in more than twotIards of the nation. Interest
rates on new homes roughly
followed this trend, the survey
said.
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-- By making a 40 to 50 per
cent down payment, borrowers
can reduce the mortgage interest terms to 6.75 or 7 per cent,
the realtors said.
The survey also showed an
"ample" supply of mortgage
funds in most parts of the
country — far higher than a
year ago although somewhat
below the level of last spring.
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Justinian era is re-created

GOOD NEWS TODAY

AND
JUSTINIAN
THEODORA; by Robert
Browning; Praeger Publishera; 272 Pages; $15.

Doctors, people
aid Mexican girl

Reviewed By
MURIEL W.BUCKLES
Copley News Service

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
'..Rosario is a 9-year-old child who lives in Puerto Vallarta, Mex.
ado. Her last name is not important. What happened to her is.
:Some time ago Rosario came to Tijuana, Baja California, an unhappy, pitiful child, deformed by a bilateral cleft lip and palate defact.
When she spoke her words were unintelligible. She often turned
her face so you couldn't see her.
That is the sad story of Rosa-b. Now canes the happy one:
In Tijuana, Rosario went to the Project Concern office, one of
several stretched around the world. Things began to happen. Today,five facial operations later, Rosario is indeed a beautiful child,
and a healthy one. Dr. Donald R. Laub of the Stanford University
Medical Center and a Project Concern director, used the magic of
surgery to turn Rosario into a pretty,smiling youngster.
"Today Rosario looks in the mirror several times a day, marveling at how different she looks," says Dr. James W. Turpin, founder
of Project Concern, a nonprofit international medical service program.
"While the operations were in progress at Stanford) she lived
with the David Anderson family, and went to school for the first
time in her life
"Today she is back in her tame village, with a lovely fare and
great hope for the future."
When Rosario grows up, Dr. Turpin predicts,she will learn that
countless people helped to work her miracle. These included many
contributcrs to Project Concern, the project's Tijuana clinic, and
the late Mrs. Maria Renteria de Meza, a woman who dedicated her
life to helping impoverished mothers and children and lived long
enough to help Rosario
There are physically handicapped children on the American side
of the international border who need help, too. Industrialist Kent H.
Iandsberg came to realize this. So he bought out the house - a
1,000-seat theater.
President of a San Francisco paper products company, Wetsberg learned about the hundreds of children who have only half a
lite ahead of them because they either were deaf or hard of hearing.
Today he is the only sponsor of a premiere performance of the
Mu'"Fiddler on the Roof" at a Beverly Hills, Calif., theater Nov.
16. Proceeds from the sale of tickets for his 1,000 guests will go to
the Oral Education Center of Southern Califorrua, an organization
serving deaf children.
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G. R. MILLER SPECIAL CONFERENCE
GUEST—Special guest at the Governor's Regional
High School Traffic Safety Conference, recently
held at Kentucky Dam Village State Park, was Mr.
G. R. Miller, of the Mayfield Safety Council.
Pictured with Mr. Miller are Dr. Jerry L. Miller,
left, associate professor of traffic sefety at Eastern
KentUcky University and director of the
Rtchmond Alcohol Re-Education Center,
Incorporated, and Arthur E. Booed, executive

director for the Kentucky Traffic Safety
Coordinating Committee. The three discussed the
recent opening of three area alcohol re-education
centers for drunk driving offenders. The centers
will be located in Mayf teed, Paducah, and Murray
The high school conference was one of seven
regional meetings aimed at getting Kentucky's
young people more cloielly-Tairoived In traffic
safety projects and programs.

Mexico goes all out
to lure U.S. tourists

In his preface, Robert
Browning states, "Many books
have been written on the age of
Justinian. The present work
may be justified in that it tries
to depict the events as they
rosy have appeared to the
emperor himself and to his
astonishing cohort."
Prof. Browning's stated
purpose is supported by an
impressive background. He
studied at Glasgow and Oxford
universities, is professor of
classics and ancient history at
Birkbeck College, London, has
written widely on Byzantine
subjects and is co-editor of the
Journal of Hellenic Studies.
An outstanding book, both in
context and format, "Justinian
and Theodora" captures the
ambience of one of the key
epochs in the formation of
modern Europe. In addition to
being the biography of two
remarkable and enigmatic
individuals, Etrowrung's book
re-creates an era of brilliance
and sophistication.
The elusive characters of
Justinian, the peasant's son
who became emperor and
Theodora, the bear-keeper's
daughter who was his empress,
have always been favorite
subjects of artists and scholars.
Browning brings an immediacy
to his depiction of them that
makes them seem more real,

.
more COM pe
Justinian was not a dictator
in the tyrannical sense. Rather
arbitrary
making
than
judgments, he surrounded
himself with a team of advisers, chosen not for birth or
rank, but for ability.
His generals helped him
regain Africa and Italy, albeit
temporarily and at great price,
from the Vandals, Huns and
Franks, Germanic tribes who
had come down from the north.
With Tribonian and other
scholars he restored Roman
law to a former purity, hacking
away an accumulation of
verbose edicts and decrees and
producing the codification that
bears his name and has since
served as the basis for the law
codes of most Western
European countries.
He employed Anthemius of
Tralles and Isidore of Miletus,
engineers and mathematicians
as well as architects, to build
I his Church of Santa Sophia.
Their revolutionary concept
previous
any
surpassed
structure, caused Justinian to
murmur when he saw the
finished work, -Solomon, I
have surpassed thee," and
overwhelms modern visitors to
this day.
of
dreamed
Justinian
restoring Constantine's Roman
empire, but rather than issuing
in a new age, his reign was the
end of a great era.

Theodora, a woman who
wielded and enjoyed great
power, rose from humble
beginnings, had a checkered
career as actress-courtesan,
until she became Justinian's
mistress and later his wife. She
was strikingly beautiful, had a
ready wit, a regal presence and
boundless self-confidence. A
fascinating woman emerges
from Brovming's portrayal of
the controversial empress.
The book is handsomely
illustrated with color plates
black -and -white
and
illustrations, showing persons,
pieces and works of art of the
era.
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in the Caribbean tropics at survival for months by ped•amme eMle
41111Sle
elMleie
Cozumel and Cancun near Isla dling an inventory of baskets or
Phone
Mujeres, in the far southeast. pots or other homemade wares
On Hwy. 121
The thrust in Baja California that they have brought to the
MEXICO CITY - The new
53-5787 I
(Mayfield Hwy.)
government of President Luis is to pave the 1,000-mile trans- city on their own backs.
Echeverria is wooing the U.S. peninsular highway which will
With such itinerants retourist as if there were no open this wilderness to tourism moved, the view is aggressiveThe
by the end of Echeverria's ly modern from the sleek new
manana.
More than $60 million cur- term in 1976. At still-unknown subways dug among the relics
Wage-Price
rently is budgeted for tourism- Cancun, a massive seashore of Aztec culture, on up to the
connected projects in two re- resort is under way. Improved observation deck atop the Latin
Freeze
of Mexico: the facilities are coming at American Tower from where
With airline hijackings or attempted air piracy constantly in the mote corners
of Baja Cali(' Cozumel.
one gazes out on a mammoth
news, it is encouraging that the Federal Aviation Administration desert peninsula
Tourism is Mexico's hidden city whose smog usually
for-ma,long a Mexico City stepQuestions
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and
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shrouds the snowcapped volons and explosives in carry-on airline luggage.
a nd
that balances its trade deficit canic cones in the mountains
Company
During a seven-day test, the prototype devices were able to ferret
Answers
the United States, and above it.
with
out and identify a wide variety of objects in unopened hand, lug- Pedestrian Fatalities
Echeverria's youthful new govAs Mexico City grew, it
gage, says John H. Shaffer, FAA chief.
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the United States, and the mesknives and hand guns and dynamite 'planted" in luggage by test
killed on state highways are sage of President Nixon's eco- other major tourist attraction.
engineers at Washington's Dulles International Airport.
thru Sat
either under 15 or over 64 years of nomic program is interpreted Digging subway tunnels, work
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The low-radiation X-ray units won't harm photographic film, re- executive director, said a study ing, and they are quick to point way digs that some of them Revenue Service and is published
cording tapes or people. In each unit an X-ray pulse is sent through of State Police records show 47 of out that the stable peso floats have been left in place. Subway as a public service. The column
most
questions
the hand luggage to "shoot" an X-ray shadowgra ph. It is displayed 151 pedestrian fatalities in 1970 with the dollar so that the stations that resound to the re- answers
on a television screen (cathode ray rube) for study by security offi- were under 15 and 34 were over Mexican visitor escapes de- cordings of Tom Jones or The frequently asked about the Wage
cers. They have been able to identify most objects from the outline 64.
Grateful Dead have become and Price Freeze announced
valuation.
!SHADE TREES
Those two groups represented
of luggage content on the shadowgraph.
anthropologic museums as August 15 by President Nixon.
Mexico
seen
not
If you have
The FAA also plans X-ray unit tests to check luggage stored in 54 per cent of the total pedestrian City since the Olympic Games well.
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airliner holds at Oklahoma City's Will Rogers Airport.
fatalities in the state.
Q-WIII the Internal Revenue
or before, you are sure to find
Most of the stone figures and
same life easier here than expected.
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tablets have gone Into muse- Service
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National Museum of Anthro- Stabilization Program after
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shots.
pology in C'hapultepec Park)
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The study also shows most
The Service and
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All is brisk business with for safekeeping and reproducea. &
pedestrian accidents occurred on posted rates at the Banco tions have taken their place in Compliance Administration of
ea.
Fridays and Saturdays and most Nacional de Mexico currency' subway stations. But at the the Internal Revenue Service will
frequently between 2 and 6 p.m. exchange in the airport lobby
Pino Suarez station an impos- have local service and com- 'FRUIT
TREES
"They dropped off sharply
You are given gracious bi- ing Temple of the Wind has pliance centers in 360 IRS offices
Plum
been left virtually on the site throughout the country. All of
after 11 p.m. and started again at lingual answers by the lovely
Peach v. Cherry
Apple
where it was excavated, close these offices will provide in7 a.m., " Beard noted. "There girls who staff the new airport
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duct independent monitoring
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tion exacts your $2 for the ride
Dark rumors persist that activities. IRS will also have
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He said the four circumstances downtown.
when the attractive tour guide English and Spanish.
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our speciality is

ROSES
In Murray

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. - MON.-THURS.
9 A.M.-10 P.M. FRI.-Sat.
12:30-6 P.M.SUNDAYS
12 INCH

* PRICES GOOD THURS.-FRI.-SAT.-SUN. — NOV. 18-19-20-21 *

Boy's or Girl's

:emp

Detachable Training Wheels

hnician
$1

1-2984
ompiete
reeding
ervice

KRAZY KAR

MINI BAJA
PEDAL BIKE

SIDEWALK BIKE

Performancethrough A. I.
ormation, call
isn:

A88

I ‘if in box

by MARX

Just turn the wheels and
away you go! High impact
plastic.

7" Wheels
Yellow
w 1th
Black &
Red

Reg. $13.88

USE ROSES
LAY-AWAY!

BUY NOW
AND SAVE!

Phone
53-5787

MARVEL
THE
MUSTANG

•Pump
•Ball
•Goal & Net
Regulation

Lto

BASKETBALL &
GOAL SET

8 to 5
Mon.
thru Sat
5
Sunday

COASTER

WAGON

S8 96

$692
TRAP DRUM SET

$992

Throw 3 darts, the person closest to the bullseye is the
winnei No Charge! One member per family throwing,

children must be accompanied by parents.

COMPACT STEREO SET
•Phono
•2 Speakers
•Ear Phone

11" Cymbal
Percussion Block
2-12" Drum Sticks

Johnny Lightening Indy 500 Race Set
Fun for the Racing
„7-7 Real Racing
Enthusiast!

Reg.
'12.87

Two Cars - Track

BABY TENDER
LOVE

RADIO-PHONO
•Plays on batteries
or house current
•Radio and 2-speed phonograph

She feels almost like a real baby!

Reg. '18"

Any little girl would
lase this baby girl!
$997

A COMPLETE
ENTERTAINMENT CENTER!

Apple
gnolia
ow

7-PIECE — TcFLON II

COOKWARE SET

Reg. '177
FOSTORIA

ELECTRIC TOASTER

-

Chrome Finish - Holds Two Slices Bread

5 PIECE CANISTER SET
4 Canisters

Red Avocudn Gold
2 Sauce Pans
Dutch Owen
Fry Pan
3 Covers

Bread Box

Mushroom
Trimmed

Reg. '997

CHRISTMAS

ign

$ 1 296

No Batteries
Needed

•Stand

frig

Just mount and ride!

PORTABLE
•8 Track Tape Player

:RY

No batteries
required.

There will be a minimum
of 5 participants each match.

Reg.
s897
6 Tom Tom
21" Bass Drum
9" Snare Drum
8" Hissing Cymbal

When one scores a hit, the
other's head pops up.

TURKEY SHOOT

Reg

Bright Red—Loads of Fun!

,in Oak
.ocust

2herry
'95
ea

FREE
TURKEYS

ROCK 'EM SOCK 'EM
ROBOTS
/4

GIFT WRAP

GIFT BOWS
Package of 25
Stick-On Bows

* LUNCHEONETTE SPECIAL *
Frt.-Sat.-Sun
GRILLED

Asstd. Colors
Reg. 54'

MINUTE STEAK
Choice of 2 Vegetables Hot Rolls
Coffee or Iced Tea

15 LIGHT
CHRISTMAS

LIGHT SET
- Soft Satiny Finish

THE LEDGER & TIMES
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State And Local Governments
Get Over $25 MiIlion From PIA

kick the habit."
With more than 20 million
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comprise 75 per cent of this tax equivalents from the local different states, and a lawsuit is THERE'S A KIND of hush.. all AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
market, Pe!key forecasts.
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north
power from the Tennessee Valley (Anderson County vs. State yet convenient to schools and late Hugh Anderson home,
Authority in fiscal year 1971, Board of Equalization) over the shopping. Winds rustle and birds edge of Bell City, Kentucky on ./
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.,1 insurance a
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IN SALE
,E, Saturday,
0:00 a.m. at the
son home, north
y, Kentucky on
of the oldest
lences and best
antique collechave seen in a
of good old
china, fancy
Aladdin lamps,
ables, nice old
imes, old warxigether, round
iirs, solid brass
jues are wood
kettles, dutch
s and churns,
seats. Also steel
mossible to list
of these items. •%
e the average
srn usable furical appliances.
ack
speller,,
t readers, old
ic books, and
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s the turn of the
last of the good ,
and attend. For
Otto Chester's
435-4042, Lynn ;
ie Chester
N18C
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6:30 p.m., four
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•e been cornan extra large
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good china.
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Jenny Lind bed,
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Jugs and many
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in Service, 43.5e.
he Chester
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sp freeze full of .
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THE WANT ADS WAY

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
,, S.

N

S

Is

N.

S.

•

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NOTICE

NOTICE

FOR RENT

REAL ESTATE F OR SALE :

A1CC REGISTERED apricot Toy
ORDINANCE NUMBER 546, FLYING TO FLORIDA, Wed- THREE BEDROOM brick house. FARMS FARMS farms We
Poodle puppies. Male and BEING
Alkt ORDINANCE nesday, November 24, coming Located at 1002 Walnut Street. have some of the best farm
female, six weeks old. Phone 753- DECLARING THE NEED,,back Sunday, 28th or 29th. Round Available now. Call Hayden listings ever:
291 acre farm
N20C NECESSITY, DESIRABILITY trip $75.00. Prepaid. Phone Rickman at 753-5450, if no answer with 5 room brick home, Good
3056.
AND INTENTION OF THE CITY Dennis Krol,753-5721
call 753-3242 between 8:00 a.m. tobacco barn, two stock barns,
30" USED HOTPOINT range, OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO evenings.
ITC Storage house, Lots of good stock
r
2C and 8:00p.m.
excellent condition. Phone 753- ANNEX
water, Over 200 acres of extra
CERTAIN
CON808 Chestnut Street
N20C TIGUOUS TERRITORY TO THE
6918 after 5:00 p.m.
TWO BEDROOM home, two good crop land, Fences and cross
BLUE MARLIN
Phone 753-9640(3
Next to The Dan Castle
CITY OF MURRAY, KENmiles southeast of Murray on fences,This farm is ideal for Row
CLUB
NEW TECUMSEH 3 H.P. mini TUCKY; AND ACCURATELY
Highway 121. Furnished or un- cropping or Cattle, Has several
bike. If interested phone 753Dollars worth of
DEFINING THE BOUNDARIES
furnished. Couples only. $85.00 thousand
Friday Night
N20C OF THE TERRITORY WHICH
5870.
per month. See Dan Shipley or Timber. If interested in a farm to
THE BARONS
CITY OF MURRAY, KENN20C farm on, you should be interested
call 753-2878.
Saturday Night
ENGLISH SETTER pups, 8 TUCKY, PROPOSES TO ANin this one.
weeks old. $20.00 and $25.00. NEX,
THE
A 207 acre farm with Grade A
New
Shipment
HELP WANTED
Phone 753-7585.
1TP BE IT ORDAINED` BY THE
MEN-SAY-SHUNS
Dairy has two good houses,
REG. 115 & 116
ALL
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
174-Itp
Men's
TEXAS REFINERY CORP. Barns, Fences, has paved road on
CREOSOTED POLES for pole CITY OF MURRAY, KENoffers opportunity for high in- two sides, lots of stock water and
Polyester & Wool Blend
barn construction, utility poles TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS:
FOUR-2 Month old kittens free to come PLUS regular cash and located in one of the best farming
$
S
and boat docks. Murray Lumber
Sizes 36 46
'someone for pets. Phone 753vacation bonuses, abundant areas in County.
Co., Maple Street, Murray, SECTION I: That it is needful, 1202.
A truly dream farm is this 63
N19P fringe benefits to mature man in
Kentucky.
lIC necessary and desirable that the
Murray, Ky. area. Regardless of acre of 1st class land -on paved
following described lands lying BALDWIN PIANOS and organs experience, air mail A. K. Pate, road has a 3 bedroom brick house
adjacent and contiguous to the for rent or sale. Rent applies to Pres., Texas Refinery Corp., Box with central heat and air conOUTSTANDING
ALASKIAN present boundary limits of the purchase. Lonardo
ditioning, large family room with
Piano 711, Fort Worth, Texas
Malamute puppy, $150.00. Other City of Murray, Kentucky, be Company,
fireplace, Carpeted, entrance
across from Post 76101.
N18P
beautiful full blooded champion annexed to said City of Murray,
hall and carport, Has large new
Office, Paris,Tennessee. N19C
bloodlines puppies cheaper. Hold Kentucky, and become a part
fireproof tobacco barn, Stock
BOYS
you
for
want
DO
WHAT
One Group
till Christmas. Phone 753thereof, to-wit:
PURSE TAKEN from car on Christmas? You can have it. Just barn, fenced this place has
1348.
N20C Beginning at a point on the Pine Street, Murray. If found
become an Avon Representative. everything, let us show you and
southwest corner of North 18th please contact 753-4669.
Mens
N19C
pile up quickly because you can see what we mean.
Earnings
MENS
IF CARPETS look dull and drear, Street and College Farm Road;
everyone appreciates the ells'. 135 acres on paved road with
remove spots as they appear with thence west to a point on the
Sizes 318
and convenience of shopping the nice house with central heat and
Polyester &
Blue Lustre. Rent new electric northeast corner of Carl Poyner_
FOR RENT
Avon way. Call now after 7 p.m. air, Carpet Fireplace, range,
shampooer $1. Western Auto, property; thence south to a point
POLYESTER
APARTMENTS;
Wool Blend
365-9424 or write Mrs. Stock barn, good land, fenced,..collect
FURNISHED
Home of "The Wishing
on the southwest corner of Living room, kitchen, bathroom Janet Kunick, Manager, Rt 2 This could be the'farm you are
Well"
N20C Meadow Wood Subdivision;
looking for.
with shower and bath. 1 or 2 Box 136A, Princeton, Ky. N20C
Just listed a 15 acre place with
thence east to a point on North bedrooms, Zimmerman
Apartold house and small barn, fenced
• 18th Street; thence north with ments, South 16th Street Phone
AUTOS FOR SALE
good gravel road, on two sides
North 18th Street to the point of 753-6609.
N23C
1968 FORD fairlane Fastback, beginning.
LADIES
excellent condition. Phone 753- SECTION II: That it is the
anOirprieed
If aYto$3
u9MAre ThinkSizes 36-48
2411.
N19C intention of City of Murray, -TO COUPLE or one boy only, FOR MAN STORE
ing big you might be intwo bedroom trailer. References
terested in this 1000 acres of land
Kentucky, to annex to City of and deposit required.
See
MANAGER
1967 CHEVELLE SS 396, power Murray, Kentucky, so as to
for $125.00 per acre has over 2
Hardware experience
steering, brakes and windows. become a part thereof, the Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
miles of road frontage, some
$2800
$995.00 or best offer. Phone 767- territory described in SECTION I Court after 4:00 p.m. No phone
good land lots of timber some
desirable.
Send
resume
calls.
Located
Drive
at
Murray
In
3721.
N18C hereof.
paved road.
Theater entrance.
N19C
to
We have a mini farm with just
ADOPTED
ON
FIRST
P.O. Box 32-T,
over 1 acre of land with a 3
1962 CHEVROLET Impala two READING ON THE 28 DAY OF TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
bedroom house with 2 baths, Wall
door hardtop, all power, low OCTOBER, 1971.
Murray, Kentucky
house in Hazel. Phone Fulton
to wall carpet, Electric heat, Air
mileage, local car. Excellent ADOPTED ON SECOND Young,753-7333.
N23C
condition. Must see to believe. READING ON THE 11 DAY OF
EXPERIENCED CUTTERS, conditioning, Carport, Utility,
LAYAWAY
Phone 753-5924 or 753-1681. NM
and storage room, Has brick and
NOVEMBER.
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wet, markers and spreaders needed
life time insulated aluminum
for
Garment
Manufacturing
to wall carpet with central heat
COMMON COUNCIL,
sidinclocated 2 miles from city
1968 CHEVELLE SS 327, turbo
and air. $110.00 per month. Phone Plant in Murray, Kentucky.
CITY
OF
MURRAY,
automatic. New Firestone white
limits on 121 east.
Apply
at
Standard
Textile
Co.,
753-7850.
TFC
letter tires. Excellent condition
We also have some nice homes
111
East
Poplar
Street,
Murray,
KENTUCKY
in Murray if you prefer the city
N18P
• DON'T merely brighten carpets SHOW CASE, a real antique. SIX OAK dining chairs, FM an- Phone 753-3000.
• TWO BEDROOM apartment for Kentucky or phone 502-753N19C life:
four boys or four girls. Air con- 4161.
.. Blue Lustre them. . .no rapid About seven feet long, glass all tenna, chest of drawers, an- 1962
By Holmes Ellis, Mayor
BUICK SPECIAL conWe • have an extra nice 3
ditioned, furnished, water furresoling. Rent shampooer $1. around the front, sides and top. tiques,
RCA record player, vertible, new tires and tranCity of Murray, Ky.
nished. Phone 753-9741.
Begley's Drug Store.
N18C CLEANING LADY, one day a bedroom brick with central Gas
N20C Closed in back with sliding mahogany end table, three 8' smission parts.
$400.00. Phone
week. Must have transportation. heat, Large den, extra nice
wooden doors. Best offer. See at sections of ornate fence, walnut
753-6251.
N20C ATTEST:
• kitchen and dining area, 2 baths.
AVAILABLE DECEMBER 1, Phone 753-6344 after 5:00 p.m.
IRE'S CLOTHES; pantsuits, Ledger and Times. Also have picture frame, love seat with two
Wall to wall carpet. A real nice
two bedroom duplex with central N22C
Stanford Andrus, Clerk
.skirts, sweaters, blouses, size 6-8. four modern display islands matching chairs. Refinished. 1968 EL CAMENO
TRUCK exto live in.
heat
and
air, fully carpeted, with
Boy's pants, size 25-27 and 27-30. made of metal in green abd white Phone 753-4978.
N19C cellent condition, loaded 'with City.
of Murray,Ky.
N24C
SALESLADY: PART time.
.4 We have
readya two bedroom brick
outlets for washer and dryer.
Shirts size 14. Excellent con- with adjustable shelves. N3ONC
extras. See Brandon Dill, 753-2930
Apply at 'Murray Home & Auto on N. 17th with wall to wall
Phone 753-9741.
N18C
dition. Priced to sell. Phonc 753ONE 55 GALLON aquarium, one after 5:00p.m.
Store,Chestnut Street.
N20C
If
You
N19C carpet, Electric heat, Utility and
5121
20 gallon long, five smaller
N18P
carport, an extra well kept house
TO COUPLE or with one child,
aquariums, assorted selection of 1955
BEL AIR Chevrolet, been
and lot.
SERVICES OFFERED
nice two bedroom small house
fish. Call afer 5:00 p.m.753overhauled. Runs good. Henry
Call .
4 bedroom frame house located
with carport. All paneled, hard8672.
N19C Boyd, 809
USED PORTABLE dishwasher,
Coldwater Road, 753wood floors, washer and dryer CARROLL'S PLUMBING & 2 blocks from University Camgood condition. Dium's TV &
753-7278
1774.
N2OP
outlets. Phone 489-2595.
N19C Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone pus, has 2 baths, Electric heat,
Appliance, 118 South 12th. Free
23-1 16X35"
489-2295.
N3OP Wall to wall carpet, Glassed sun
Between
6:00
p.m.
SPAGHETTI
SPECIAL
parking in rear.
N18C
'69 ROAD RUNNER, extra
...porch, Kitchen with lots of
FURNISHED A P ARTMENT,.
.009 Thick
Thursday
sharp. For information call 753;
and 7:00 p.m. In The modern, also on Kentucky Lake, BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, cabinets, garage.
1966 MOBILE HOME,12'x60', air
Eat
All You Can
8353 from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. or see
Neat 2 bedroom frame located
Evening
one trailer home,a new furnished also bank gravel, fill dirt and
conditioned, with or without These plates are perfect
Donnie Underhill.
N2OP
apartment. Low rent through topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or on Sharpe Street this house is now
If you know your route
TRIANGLE INN
washer and dryer. Completely for siding or roofing
D7C renting for $80. month MOO.
winter months. Near New Con- 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
boy's number, please call
furnished. Excellent conditon.
1971 DATSUN 1200 Fastback
FOR RENT We have a large 2
him first If you get no
cord, Unfurnished house. Phone
Available immediately. Phone barns, for placing around
CROCHETED
bedroom house at 1101 Main
AFGHANS, coupe, AM-FM radio, sharp car
results then call John
'436-2427 or 436-2323.
N18C
N18C
435-4892.
6.:mmeti
OW5
11
)
.
bottom of mobile homes special handmade, any size. Priced to sell. Phone 435Street, furnace heat, newly
Pasco , Jr at the above
CHIROPRACTOR
N2OP
Phone 753-1855, Mrs. Kitty 4842.
3-BEDROOM BRICK HOUSE;
decorated, Stove and Ref., Water
number during the hours
PEKINGESE PUPPY, AKC to keep out the wind
903 SYCAMORE ST
Donelson.
and
sewer furnished. $125.
electric
N18P
heat,
air
conditioned,
listed
registered, 12 weeks old. and snow, and for many
MURRAY. KY 420/1
1968 DATSUN TRUCK with
kitchen and laundry appliances
Month.
PK0ftt 753 9909
Reduced price. Phone 753WHITE TOY Poodles, six weeks camper top, new tires. Phone 436- ,MOBILE HOME Insurance. Low furnished. 1506 Henry Street.
Furnished 2 bedroom apt.
763 9960
5583
N18C other uses such as
N2OP rates. Broad coverage. Excellent $130.00 per month. Call 753-7548
old. Phone 753-1246, 503 Olive 2489.
electric heat $85.00.
"building out"
Street.
Extra nice 2 bedroom brick at
N18C
claim service. When you see me after 4:30p.m.
MSC IBACKHOE OR dozer services.
1969 CORVETTE COUPE, don't
700 S. 9th St.. $135. Month.
mice or rats.
think of Insurance, but
11.00 OFF on ALL
Expert
work.
Reasonable.
Phone
power steering and when
' REGISTERED POINTER bird orange,
3 bedroom brick will be vacant
you think of Insurance see 12'150' FURNISHED TRAILER, 753.9807.
TFC
brakes, electric windows, tilt me. Harding Galloway, Galloway 10 miles north of Murray in
dog, one year old. Phone 753Jan. 1st $145.00 Month.
3143.
N18C and telescopic steering wheel, Insurance and Real Estate Dexter,
good
location.
LEACH'S MUSIC Si Pd
Call at
AM-FM radio,stereo tape player, Agency. phone 753.5842.
Ly2c Reasonable rent. Phone 753-5986 FOR ALL your
For all your Real Estate needs
Dixieland Center
-.days or 4374117 nights.
RUMMAGE & GARAGE Sale, burglar alarm, rally wheels, side
NIIIC alterations, remodeling, etc. you will find that Roberts Realty
753
Phone
Estimates.
Free
will be able to supply them.
Saturday, November 20, 6:30 pipes, 427 motor, automatic ELECTROLUX SALES St Ser
TI C Roberts Business and industrial
N. 4th St.
a.m. to 1:00 p.m. If cold will be transmission, new L-60 tires on vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M REAL NICE one bedroom fur- '6123.
NICE CLEAN Frigidaire electro
park located on South 4th at
Inside, 1626 College Farm Road, rear. One owner, 33,000 actual Sanders, phone 382-2488, Far- nished apartment. Phone
Murray, Ky.
stove and refrigeratori._ oak
miles. Phone Hazel, Kentucky, mington, Kentucky.
NUIC WILL DO Interior Painting. Sycamore is nearing completion
753-8787.
TFC 6044.
dinette set with four chairs,
N24C
Miss's good winter clothing, 492-8722.
Phone 753-3484.
N22C if in need of business or comantique walnut Li bed and many GERT's
a gay girl-ready for a sizes 7-9-10-11-12. Man's coat, size
HOUSE TRAILER, 10'x55', two
mercial, you should check now
other items of antique furniture. whirl
after cleaning carpets with 38, slacks size 29-30. Many items
bedrooms, electric heat, three WILL BABY-SIT with any age and get the pick.
CARD OF THANKS
Phone 435-4042.
BREAKFAST
N18C Eil ueLustre. Rt
en electric of furniture, the New Book of
miles from Murray Phone 753- child while mother works. Phone We have just listed 31 lots and 12
shampooer $1 Murray Home & Knowledge, Hi-Fl, pole lamp,
SPECIAL
7856 or 753-2583.
N22C 753-4075.
,
N18C acres of undeveloped land in
72 AC COMBINE with pickup
Auto Store.
N20C many household and utility Dear Merchants of Murray
Blood River sub. for $15,000 for
reel. Good condition. Priced to
-2 i• ggn•
FIVE
ROOM house with running INTERIOR PAINTING
I litter
complete package
items. Come browse.
N19C
wanted;
sell. Phone J. C. Russell at 436on
-Ba
water, bath, place for washer and graduate student
clly
The Brewers' PTA would like
LIKE NEW Maytag ports washer
wants interior Roberts Realty, 505 Main St.,
2149.
N18C and ports dryer, avocado),
-Toast or Biscuits
dryer. Also has electric heat. work. Experienced,
3/
1
2H.P. BRIGGS& Stratton lawn to thank each and every one of
N20C
references. Phone 753-1651.
over
Located
Save
at Green
$165.00, for both.
Plains Bargain prices. Please call
Breakfast anytime 5 AM. to
vacuum cleaner, nearly new you who donated to our 'fall
753GOOD HOSPITAL bed and $125.00. Phone 753-2700.
NMC motor. For demonstration
Church. $50.00 per month. Phone 4511.
sour
Without
11 P.M.
ap- festival".
N19P SMALL FARM: good location;
mattress. Will sell for $60.00.
492-8360.
cooperation our auction could not
N18C
pointment
phone
753-2796
N
20C
business or future investment.
Phone 436-5400.
N 19P
TRIANGLE
MN
have been the great success it
WILL
One
CLEAN RUGS, like new, so easy
BABY-SIT
mile East Murray, al>,
in
my
home
NEW
FURNISHED
apartHazel Ro
was
7i1-0933
do with Blue Lustre. Rent ZENITH STEREO and stand,
,proximately 10 acres pasture
ment, built-in kitchen, dining Experienced. Phone 75312'x58' DELUXE TRAILER, like to
Thanks
Again
$45.00. Black and white television
electric shampooer $1. Big
N20C Hog wire fencing, stables, water
new. Phone 753-4566 between 8:00
rrc FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank *rea, living room, one bedroom, 1442.
Brewers'PTA
K.
N20C In oak cabinet, $45.00. New M1
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
three
closets,
bath
and hall.
a.m.and 5:30p.m.
TFC
Installation Phone 753-7850. TFC
Carbine rifle, $60.00. Garage
For appointment call 436WANTED TO BENT
Carpeted throughout. Nicely
deep
wish
our
to
express
We
door,$10.00. Phone 753-7832. N20C
TFC
furnished. Adjoins college. All STUDENT WISHES to rent 2173.
appreciation and thanks to our
DORAN
10E
private. Phone 753-8648.
AND
TFC garage for one month during
for
relatives
many
friends
and
FIVE GAITED saddle horses,
land on Highway
*stallion,
Christmas vacation. Phone 753- 52 ACRES OF
COMPANY
racking gelding, quarter the many expressions of symColdwater. Large nice
house at
In
BEDROOM
121
TWO
to
6139, ask for Steve.
N2OP
1302 Chestnut
horse pony filly, registered pathy and kindness extended
frontage for building sites. This
Panorama Shores, completely
,
;ing and Entertain for our
quarter mare, all healthy and us following the death of our
automatic
new
with
furnished
WANT TO Rent or lease, farm land can be bought at a
dinner guests in the hack
1 gentle. Phone 753-1348.
*ONE FULL POUND
Glen
father
grandfather,
and
N20C
washer and dryer Central heat. land Phone 753-8090 after 5:00 reasonable price, See or call
dining
room
of
the
(Jake) McKinney.
CHAR-BROILED
per month Phone 753-2731 p.m.
$100.00
N19C Herman Roach, Route 1, Hazel,
TRIANGLE
INN
on
the
Mr. and Mrs. James II
ARMY TARPAULINS, best
*(complete Steak Dinner with potato,
N20C
Eentucky,492-8460.
N20C
or 435-5285 nights.
Hazel Hwy., Friday and
McKinney
selection in years. Large range of
LOST & FOUND
Saturday
Evening
*
*salad, drink and our homemade bread)269*
II
Glen
Mr. and Mrs
$
sizes, fulled repaired. Country
McKinney
ONE BEDROOM efficiency Lon, BLACK Dachshund with-TLAKE VIEW cabin on Center
New Starting Time
* Fri, SaL, flan., ' .
. WITH THIS COUPON * Boy Stores, Army Surplus
.Iefftr‘
or753_838
(.7ditioNned.
lapartment,
ph
air
2oc new collar. Arthur Rolett, 753- Ridge. Modern, two, bedroom.
Gerald
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Headquarters, Junction Ken502-247Grandchildren
And
5:30
p.p.
5053; 112 Spruce Street
N2OP Phone Mayfield,
tucky 114 and 164.
ITC
5737.
N2OP
IS

N.

N.

N.

S ,,, S ,,,

VALUE MART
FACTORY OUTLET SHOPPE

I

Has SPECIAL OFFERS 8
VALUES for Friday 8 Saturday THIS WEEK!

11.A2C01(01a

9250

SHOES

SUITS
/
1 5°
°OFF

20%0FF

JACKETS

OFF

SPORTCOATS
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RRAY, KENTUCKY .

THURSDAY-NOVEMBER 18, 1971

Inflation Rate Slowing Doves Shift Activity To State ...
Down Reports Government Senate; Zero In On Aid
And Defense Bills Today

(Cognised from Page 1)

Joint Funeral Services For Two
Sisters-In-law To Be On Friday

constitutuional, congressional
redistricting will lead to a doubleJoint funeral services for two brother, Will Pittman of Murray,
barreled headache for the sisters-in-Law, Mrs Laura Owurin eight grandchildren; seven great
WASHINGTON (UP! -The The rate of inflation for the
Legislature.
Of Murray Route Six and Mrs. grandchildren.
nation's output of goods and third quarter was put at 3.0 per
To make each of the seven Ethel Cooper of 402 South 8th
The Murray Route Six woniar.
One of the nicest collections of services grew at a slightly cent. It originally had been WASHINGTON (UPI) --Con- or effect.'
congressional districts equal in Street, Murray, will be held was born September 6, 1884, in
Ray Harm prints in this im- greater rate than the govern- projected at 3.3 per cent. The gressional opponents of the
It was originally drawn by population, the
Legislature would Friday at two p.m. at the chapel Calloway County and her parents
mediate area is over at the ment had predicted during the inflation rate report is much administration's Vietnam poli- Senate Democratic Leader
have to draw the lines so that of the Max Churchill Funeral were the late George Pittman
Peoples Bank. Drop by over July to September quarter, broader in scope than the cy, aroused
Montana,
Mansfield
of
by
Mike
President
there and look around. Most of while inflation grew at r consumer price index, which in Nixon's dismissal of their last arid passed twice by the Senate. 459,887 residents are in each Home with Rev. Jerrell White and Manerva Frances Mcdistrict.
than
rate
slower
slightly
and Rev. Thomas Perkins of- Cuiston Pittman.
them are displayed on the walls
recent months has been going antiwar
amendment, today The amendment would declare
The current districts have an ficiating.
Mrs. Cooper was a member of
of the bank interior and others predicted.
up at an annual rate greater zeroed in on the defense and it to be "the policy of the
average of 434,022 inhabitants
Interment for both Mrs. Geurin the Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
are soon to be placed on display. Today's Commerce Depart- than 3 per cent.
foreign aid bills as a means of United States" that the President
based on the 1960 census figure of and Mrs. Cooper, will be in the She was born January 28, 1893, in
ment reports on the gross The new economic reports
forcing a total U.S. military pulled troops from Cambodia, no
3.03 million persons compared Barnett Cemetery, located near Stewart County, Tenn., and was
product and
the came as
The irony of "littleness" is that national
the Pay Board, which withdrawal from Indochina.
later than six months and that the
the person involved is not much inflation rate were encouraging with the Price Commission was Doves shifted the scene of pullout would be conditioned only with the 1?70 Kentucky census of Poplar Spring Baptist Church, the daughter of the late Walter
with the arrangements by the Sills and Liza Champion Sills.
of the time,aware of the quality.. news for the administration, created to oversee Phase II their activity from the House - on the release of all American 3.21 million.
Human beings have the ability to now moving into the second controls, met to consider ths which Wednesday soundly re- prisoners and an accounting of all Here is the population of each Max Churchill Funeral Home Survivors are her husband, Seth
district, the amount over or where friends may call.
Cooper of 402 South 8th Street,
rationalize themselves out of phase of a system of economic new soft coal miners' contract jected a tough end-the-war Americans missing in action.
controls aimed at cooling
Both Mrs. Geurin, age 87, and Murray; three daughters, Mrs.
nxst any situation.
containing pay increases ex- amendment -to the Senate.
clearly disassociated under the ideal population for all
Nixon
inflation and stimulating the
districts to be equal, and the man Mrs. Cooper, age 78, died sud- Lora Ectivards of Nashville,
ceeding the board's 5.5 per cent In that chamber:
himself from that language,
Eighty-One year old Guy "Big economy.
general guideline. The miners' -Sen. Frank Church, D- maintaining that the policy serving as representative in each denly on Wednesday morning. Tenn., Mrs. Ruby Bray of
Mrs. Geurin was stricken at her Murray Route One, and Mrs.
Bad Wild Bill" Fitzsimmons, who The GNP was put at a wage increases would run an Idaho, announced that he and would hinder rather than aid in district:
1st-440,344, under 9,543; home and rushed to the Murray- Imogene Pittman of Detroit,
fust renewed his pilot's license seasonally adjusted annual rate estimated 10 per cent a year. Sen. John Sherman Cooper,
search
for
a
negotiated
the
RFrank A. Stubblefield,0-Murray. Calloway County Hospital where Mich; one brother, Cecil Sills of
says of flying "I do it because I of $1,061 billion (81.061 trillion), The Pay Board also must Ky., would seek to attach to the settlement of the war.
love it". He now flys a single- up $17.8 billion from the second decide which, if any, workers to pending $71 billion defense •'The Mansfield amendment is 2nd-470,826, over 10,939; she died at eleven a.m. Mrs. New Concord; two grandquarter and $1.8 billion more
William H. Natcher, 0-Bowling Cooper's death occurred at her children; three great grandengine Cessna.
exempt from
general appropriation bill an amend- part of the law and as such
its
than the government had
Green.
home at 8:40 a.m.
children; one great great
position against allowing re- znent that would limit 'further
is
not
subject to dismissal
Mrs. Geurin is the wife of the grandchild.
Young folks coming in looking anticipated for the third quar- troactive pay increases. Sour- military spending in Vietnam to by the President," Church said. 3rd-421,982, under 37,905;
fçJ.They need them too, to ter in a preliminary report a Ces close to A..1e oinfird sa-ktfuntls needed "for withdrawal "If be chooses to ignore it, the Romano L. Mazzoli, D-Louisville. late Jim Geurin and was a
niember of the- Poplar *
- rings
continue their education and for month agos-there was a chance the nation's of all remaining _U.S. forces Congress should enact enforce- 4f1-576,527, over 116,640; M.G.—
Gene"n
jeff
Snyder,
R- Baptist Church. One son, Robert
other reasons.
2.2 million teachers would be from Indochina once agreement ment provisions by utilizing the "
Troy Geurin, died March 30, 1971.
exempted from the back pay has been reached assuring the power of the purse strings ..."
decision.
release of prisoners of war."
As for Mansfield, he respond- 5th-391,319, under 68,568; Tim She is survived by two sons,
Lee Carter, R-Tornpkinsville
James Geurin of Murray Route
Aspects of the back pay issue Cooper and Church tried to ed in his typically low key
6th-498,195, over 38,308;
Six and Otis Geurin of Owenwere on the agenda again for attach a similar amendment to fashion.
•'This amendment has more vacant following death of John C. sboro; two stepsons, Luther
the board's meeting today, the foreign aid authorization
Watts, D-Nicholasville.
Taxes hurt. And the pain comes after an appearance
Geurin and Benny Geurin, both of
by officials last month and it failed by one lives than a cat."
The body of William E. Par'
7th-411,018, under 48,869; Carl Murray Route Six; two sisters,
more often for small business
(Csatinued from Page 1)
56, was recovered from Lake
of the United Mine Workers vote. Church said Wednesday
owners who used to pay Federal Union
D. Perkins, D-Hindman.
Mrs. Ola Falwell of Murray Barkley at 5:30 p.m. Wednesand the Bituminous Coal he thought it would pass this
Other losers were Arkansas, employment taxes quarterly but
The urban growth of Ken- Route Six and Mrs. Nancy Lovett day by the Lyon
Operators of America, who time.
County Rescue
Louisiana, Missouri, Oklahoma, now are required to make
tucky's population is reflected in of Wewoka, Oklahoma; one Squad and the Kentucky
were called in to defend their -Sen. J. William Fulbright,
State
South Carolina, South Dakota, deposits monthly or even semiPolice Boating unit.
NEW YoRK UPI)-Stocks the 3rd district of Louisville, the
new 10 per cent pay hike D-Ark., was described
as
Virginia, Washington and West monthly.
State Police said Mr. Paris,
"resolute" in his determination opened firm
moderate 4th district of Jefferson County
in
contract.
Virginia.
Only employers with less than
and Northern Kentucky and the
2312 Clay, Paducah, drowned at
to include the "Mansfield trading today.
The
labor
five
members
of
Many of these states in past 8200 per quarter of employment
3 p.m. in Livingston County at
Amendment" in any foreign aid
Advances topped declines by 6th district of Lexington.
years had been assured by law tax liability may deposit quar- the 15-member pay board tried
the entrance of the canal conAuthorization that goes to the around 50 issues shortly after The districts currently are a
Wednesday's
during
four-hour
of receiving no less Title I terly, and the taxes on just one
total of about 35 per cent out of Elbert Hawkins died Tuesday necting Lake Barkley with KenPresident.
opening,
the
while
the
Dow
meeting
to
get
the
panel
to
funds that they received the employee usually are enough to
line. The 4th district has 25 per at 10:30 a.m, at the Murray- tucky Lake.
year before; but that federal put a small businessman in the reverse its earlier general ban A watered-down version of Jones industrial average posted cent more people than is Calloway County Hospital. He
Officials said the drowning
the
Mansfield
amendment
822.65.
0.51
at
of
a
gain
was
against
back
pay
that
due
fell
floor was removed in this years twelve-times--a-year class.
desireable for equality of was a resident of 801 Washington victim had been fishing with a
contained
Occidental
rose
$21.3
in
1,4 to 12%
a
billion
during
the
but
freeze
was
not
legislation, the spokesman said. Many of the small businessmen
friend: Roy Baker White, 66, also
population and the 5th district Street, Mayfield.
As a result states with fewer have complained of the added paid because of it. But the weapons authorization Nixon among the oils, whils Texaco has about 10 per cent too few
of Paducah. They attempted to
Funeral
services
are
being
held
start
eligible children this year - burden-in time and overhead move lost on a 9 to 5 vote, with signed Wednesday. But in and Getty gained % apiece to residents.
the motor as the craft aptoday
at
two p.m. at the chapel of
possibly because of population expense-in filling out Internal the five labor members voting enacting it, Nixon specifically 31 and 76, respectively. Jersey
The result is that persons in the the Roberts Funeral Home, proached shore. The boat apsaid
he
would
at
steady
Standard
held
68%,
not be bound by
loss or decreasing welfare rolls Revenue forms. Some owners for it and 9 of the public and
4th district have only three- Mayfield, with Rev. Charles parently lur-hed when the motor
started, and Paris fell into the
-no longer were guaranteed with only five or six employees business sector members voting provisions of the amendment, but Superior lost a full point at fourths of a vote while those Blair officiating. Burial
will be in water about
against it. Chairman George H. noting it had no "binding force 143%.
20 feet from the
Last year's funding level. I.
must make deposits twice a
living
in the 5th district have one the Macedonia Cemetery.
Penn Central was unchanged
shore.
Three states that had antici- month because their liability is Boldt does not vote except to
and
one-tenths
vote
per
person.
Pallbearers
are
Raiford
break ties
Funeral arrangerdents a r e
at 4% in the rails. Southern
pated losses in the new money $2,500 or more in a quarter.
The Supreme Court's one-man, Hester, Billy Carroll, Robert pending at
Pacific
1,2
fell
to 42%,
Lindsey Funera
bill ended up getting the same The Treasury's speedup of tax The source said the retroac.
one-vote
mandate decreed that Fulcher, Elbert Fulcher, Jr., Home.
Chesapeake 8g Ohio % to 491 4.
amounts as last year: Florida, collections in recent years has Live pay question still was alive
each citizen's vote should be James Fulcher, and Paul Hester.
on a piecemeal basis -such as
General Motors gained % to
New Mexico and Wyoming.
been intended to minimize the
equal, requiring redistricting He is survived by three
the teachers question, and
77% in its group. Chrysler
when populations change. The daughters, Mrs. Beatrice Hester
government's borrowing in the
also climbed % to 27, while
California led the list of big face of chronic deficit spending. perhaps the issue of merit pay
legislative remap plan was of Benton Route Three, Mrs.
American Motors added % to
raises. Wednesday was the
gainers, receiving $19 million But not everyone sees this
thrown out by Judge Swinford Nancy Brandon and Miss Jean
as
7%. White Motor dipped Va to
more for a 'total allocation of justification for adding to the second day this week, however,
because the differences in the Ann Hawkins of Mayfield; five
Mac
that
the
board
has
failed
to
$1M million.
problems
of
the
small
populations
of the districts was sons, James Lee, Jimmy, Ralph,
reach a decision on exceptions
Visitors in TVA's Land Bet- In the chemicals, Union too great.
businessman.
Wayne, and Harry Hawkins, all
1
4 to 42/
1
4, with
Other $1 million plus gainers Senator Robert Taft, Jr., of to its retroactive pay ban.
ween the Lakes this weekend can Carbide eased /
The one-man, one-vote decree of Mayfield; thirteen grandPont
The
down
Price
k's
to
Du
138%.
Commission,
meanwere Colorado, Illinois, Michi- Ohio has proposed legislation
recall an era when every
is paramount over such other children.
S. D. Stewart succumbed this
gan, New Jersey, New York, which would relieve employers of while, gave American Motors household was cleaned with a Monsanto added % to 43%, considerations as political
morning at 6:50 at the Murray1
4 to 87.
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tem 50 or less persons from depositing Corp. permission to raise its "corn" broom and most rural Eastman Kodak /
compatibility and current
Calloway County Hospital. He
1972 model prices by an kitchens had an ample supply of
Among the steels, U.S. Steel
and the District of Columbia.
payroll taxes more than once a
district boundaries that will face
was 88 years of age.
average 2.5 per cent -a figure rough-ground corn meal as an and Bethlehem fell 414 each to
quarter. The National Federation
the General Assembly in
The deceased, a resident of
respectively.
which
24%,
matched
and
261
/
2
the
commisimportant
staple.
of Independent Business reports
redrawing the congressional
Murray Route One, was preceded
/
2.
From 2:00 to 4:00 p.m. Sunday Republic dropped V. to 191
that its poll shows 74 percent of sion's year-long price increase
boundaries
January.
in
in death by his wife, Mrs. Cora
1
2.
ontinued from Page 1)
the nation's independent business yardstick. The commission also afternoon, November 21, visitors Armco was unchanged at 16/
Outland Stewart, on June 20, 1965.
the
among
said
300
AMC
1
to
fell
has
IBM
presented
figures
to
Empire
Farm
enjoy
can
owners favor this measure, while
operational and maintenance He was a member of the Elm
price watching old-fashioned "broom electronics. General Electric
(Continued from Page 1)
22 percent oppose it and 4 per- which indicated the
Increase would not boost its corn" brooms being made on a added % to 571
/
2, and Control
costs of new campus facilities, Grove Baptist Church.
cent
offer
no
opinion.
The restraining order has the
profit
Survivors are one daughter,
margin
federal and state regulatory
beyond
its hand and foot operated machine Data climbed 417 to 38%.
effect of shutting down the 23 Kentucky business people average for the best two of
Mrs.
Pearl Kimbro of Murray
844
Lockheed
was
V.
down
to
increases
in
programs
such
as
its
that
dates
back to the 19th cenplants, which include U.S. responded with 75 percent in last three business years,
social security, workmen's Route Seven, one son, Earl
the tury, and see corn being ground In the aircrafts, and Boeing
favor,
18
percent
against,
and
7
Steel's huge Fairfield works.
test which the commission into rough meal on an old por- held unchanged at 15.
compensation
unem- Knight of Hazel Park, Mich., six
and
FEDERAL STATE MARKET
A hearing has been set for percent noncommitted.
requires
as
a
compensation,
ployment
justification
the grandchildren, and three great
and
for
table
mill
grist
The Treasury Secretary now
powered by a
NEWS SERVICE
Friday on the order.
grandchildren.
general inflationary factor.
single-lung gasoline engine.
has the authority to set tax price hikes.
NOVEMBER
TUESDAY
16 Requests
The order states that if the
The price panel also took
The funeral has been scheduled
for state apdeposit periods for employers
MURRAY, KENTUCKY.
At the turn of the century it was
air alert ends, the order will be
propriations in the budget for Saturday at 10:30 a.m. at the
but Senator Taft's legislation under advertisement price in- a common practice in
LIVESTOCK
MURRAY
many rural
lifted.
proposal are $11,805,777 in 1972-73 chapel of the Max Churchill
would impose a statutory limit crease requests from Chrysler areas for farmers to
MARKET: Livestock weighed at
Birmingham has been in the
gather a
Corp. -5.9 per cent -and Ford
1)
Page
from
(Continued
and $12,589,947 in 1973-74-- Funeral Home.
for employers of 50 and less. The
supply of broom corn at harvest
time of sale.
throes of air pollution since
Motor Co. -2 per cent.
Burial will be in the Outland
compared to an appropriation of
Treasury has repeatedly lowered
250
Tuesday, and it got a little
In another action Wednesday, time and, along with suitable The County Court also Cattle this week
$9,462,550 for the current fiscal Cemetery with the arrangements
the amounts which determine
Ford
purchase
a
of
authorized
the
this
Calves
week
25
handles,
deliver them to a nearby
worse Wednesday.
by the Max Churchill Funeral
year.
how often an employer must pay. the Price Commission turned broom
maker who would make Club wagon van in the amount of
request for
Estimated income from fees Home where friends may call
an
The pollution level in the Each speedup results in higher down a
the finished product, often on a $1250.00 from Garland Used Cars COMPARED TO LAST WEEK:
and auxiliary enterprises are after three p.m. today Thiirheavily industrial North Bir- revenue flow for the Treasury in exemption from United IlluminThe hand to be used to transport the All represented Classes steady. added to the state appropriation sday
ating Co., a utility 4.-in New half-share basis.
mingham section dropped to 728 a given time period.
the
under
hired
workers
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
operated machines were usually
to provide a total income picture
at midafternoon after rising to The employment tares include Haven, Conn. The firm had
portable and often times the Emergency Employment Act. 20.00-22.50, Cutter 18.50-20.00,
for each year of the biennium.
758 during the morning, offi- Social Security, income tax wanted to increase its rates on
Court
the
action
other
broom
16.00-18.50.
Canner
maker
In
would
move from
In submitting the budget
cials reported.
withholding and unemployment a retroactive basis -back to community to
community plying authorized County Judge Miller
request to the council, Sparks
"Persons with any form of tax. The tax collection speedup is when the freeze began Aug. 15
to
Easley
his skill.
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility emphasized
and County Attorney
that the majority of
lung or heart disease are being part of the increasing paperwork -even though the commission
eonsult with bidders regarding over 1,000..lbs. 24.50-26.00.
students at Murray State-more
warned to stay indoors as much burden imposed on the business has ruled out retroactive price The portable grist mill, already
radio
received
for
bids
CALVES:
SLAUGHTER
sealed
a favorite with school groups the
as possible and avoid any management by government increases.4
office of Mixed Good and C Choice 250-400 than 54 per cent-are enrolled at
visiting the Farm, chugs along equipment for the
upper division, graduate and
unnecessary exercise," a health agencies. Relief for the small
Sheriff Clyde lbs. 30.00-34.00.
methodically in grinding out the Calloway County
levels,
department spokesman said.
businessman, allowing him to
FEEDER STEERS: Choice professional
by
received
were
Bids
Steele.
rough corn meal that was such an
"necessitating b higher trained
Weather to Blame
devote more time to productive
the
Service
and
300400 lbs. 38.00-41.00, 400-500
Mrs. Ruth Angelo of Murray
Important part of the early Bob's TV
The National Weather Service business essentials, would be I
for the radio lbs 35.00-38.00, 500-600 lbs. 32.00- faculty and a lower student- Route
One was claimed by death
American diet. Samples of the Motorola Company
ratio."
faculty
said a large high pressure beneficial- to all, it is felt. Some
equipment.
35.00, mixed Good and Choice
Federal State Market News freshly ground meal
He said the overall cost of Wednesday at 9:30 p.m. at the
system that allowed the buildup even express the view that each
will be made
application
Curtis
of
35.00-38.00,
lbs.
400-500
300-400 lbs.
The
available to Sunday afternoon
living increase for the next Convalescent Division of the
of polluted air Wednesday individual should pay his own Service Nov. 18, 1971
Willoughby for the position of 32.00-35.00, 500-600 lbs. 30.00started to move slowly north- income tax and Social Security Kentucky Purchase Area Hog visitors to Empire Farm. The
biennium includes a six per cent Murray -Calloway County
Deputy Sheriff of Calloway 33.00, Good 300-400 lbs. 33.00Market Report includes 10 buying Farm is located
cost of living salary increase for Hospital.
east.
just off Mulberry
tax.
the
approved
by
was
31.00-33.00,
400-500
35.00,
500lbs.
stations
Flat Road in the Conservation County
faculty members and other
However, early morning
Many of the businessmen
6(XI lbs. 28.00-31.00.
Court.
She was 87 years of age and her
university employees.
weather conditions today were object to the whole system Receipts: Act. 1070 Est. 900 Education Center (CEC
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice
deed of correction will be
Barrows and Gilts $.25 lower
A
death followed an extended
Sparks
continued
expected to allow for another whereb the businessman has
that
the
Sows steady
Another popular spot within written, and acceptance of the 300-400 lbs. 33.00-36.00, high
faculty salary level at Murray illness. She is survived by one
buildup before the system become a tax collector for
CEC is Center Station where a right of way of the road to the Choice up to 37.50, 400-500 lbs.
State is based on the median brother-in-law, Connie Mills of
moved out of the area.
Federal, state and local govern- US 1-3
color film and displays of Land MSU Biology Station by the 30.00-33.00, mixed Good and
200-240 lbs., 19.50-20.00
Murray Route One, and several
Dr. George E. Hardy Jr., ments.
O.L. and Vera Choice 300-400 lbs. 30.00-33.00, 400- salaries of comparable "benUS 1-2 200-230 lbs., 20.00-20.25 Between the Lakes are available. property of
chmark" institutions in North nieces and nephews.
Jefferson County health officer,
the
approved
by
was
Mohundro
27.00-30.00.
Near Center Station is a wooded
500 lbs.
US
Carolina and the seven states Mrs. Angelo was born June 16,
said five of the 23 industries - Typical of the comments
US 2-4 200-240 lbs., 19.25-19.50
enclosure where visitors can see court.
1884, in Calloway County and was
which border Kentucky
U.S. Steel, U.S. Pipe, Connors received by the F..ederaGon is one
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 18.75-19.Z
fallow deer, among the most The court accepted the
the daughter of the late Joel
Steel, Stockholm Valves ar from Georgia business owner:
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 18.25-18.75
unique species of wildlife in the amendment to the budget for the
The budget request submitted Cochran and Ida May Zeh
TWO CITED
Fittings and American Cast "It takes slot of hours for a small
area.
Sows
1971-72 year for the county. The
Two persons were cited by the by Murray State also contained Cochran. She was a member of
Iron Pipe Co. -failed to make businessman to keep up with the
court also voted to close the road Murray Police Department
on two alternative budget proposals the Seventh and Poplar Church of
substantial reductions in the withholding, unemployment and US
extending through the property of
1-2 270-350 lbs., 15.50-16.00
Wednesday. They were one for based on the following con- Christ.
amount of pollutants released Social Security, plus the local US 1-3
McCarty.
Amos
300-650 lbs., 15.00-15.50
Illegal possession of alcohol at tingencies:
Funeral services will be held
ACTOR SUED
taxes, sales taxes and making US 2-3
into the air.
Gordon Moody, treasurer, gave
450-650 lbs., 14.00-15.00 few
10:46 p.m and one for no
Friday at ten a.m, at the chapel
LOS
deposits
ANGELES
so as not to be at 13.00
(UPI) - his
report.
Items
of
U.S. Steel has been one of the
Ernest Borgnine, 54., is being miscellaneous revenue to the operator's license at 5.30 p.m.- - -That the university un- of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
slowest," Hardy said. When penalized."
Boars mostly 12.00 to 13.50.
dergoes an enrollment growth Home with Bro. Ralph Reeves
sued
for $100,000 by a private county were
Congres.sinan
John
Zwach
of
reported and
asked if the firm was acting in
requiring no additional facilities. officiating.
detective
who
Minnesota,
said
who has sponsored
the actor general road bills were approved.
the interest of public health,
beat him up in Mexico.
Pallbearers wW be Thomas
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other
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me
meeting
tor
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Know
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Hardy replied: "I
-That the university un- Smith, Ira Smith, Rlph Morgan,
The
Murray
Roger
Fire
Department
Leighton,
charges
50,
that
because
of
Easley,
the
Attorney
Miller,
brought Judge
By United Press International
certainly not."
government's
ever-increasing The largest elephant on suit in Superior Court Wednes- Clerk Marvin Harris, Treasurer answered a call to the home of deigoes growth requiring new Clayton Dale Adams, Wheeler
programs, Bill Adams, and
day,
accusing
Steel's
need for money, it has ferced record, a
Borgnine of moody, Road Supervisor Ralph Rode Miller at 1605 College facilities, new
Bennie
A spokesman for U.S.
in
bull killed
huge Fairfield Works said "more odius and costly chores southeastern Angola in 1955, assaulting him when Leighton McCuiston, Jailer Hula Jones, Farm Road on Wednesday at 4:30 program improvement, program Richardson.
operations "are at a 60 per cent upon these people who have weighed 12 tons and was 13 served divorce papers on the and Magistrates Lennis Hale, p.m. This was from a short in the expansion, and continuation Interment will be in the Antioch
actor on behalf of Borgnine's martin Young, K.B. McCuiston, stove and was out on arrival of programs which have lost or may Cemetery with the arrangements
level (and) several additional created the employment" which feet, 2 inches tall.
lose their supporting revenue by the J. H. Churchill Funeral
fourth wife, Donna Ann, 38
the firemen.
generates Federal tax revenue
steps have been taken "
and Wayne Flora.
base
Home where friends may call.
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